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SUMMARY

Design patterns solve recurring design problems. One of the best practices, to solve a whole problem
in a specific context, is to apply patterns in the form of a collection of related patterns, i.e., a Pattern
Language (PL). However, with the rapid growth of the number of patterns and their interrelationships in
PLs, and due to the fact that manual verification of the applied PLs is a tedious and error-prone task, when
designing in PL-based fashion there is a need for tool support to verify the applied PLs.
In our previous work, aimed at automating the development process of PL verification tools, a PL formalism
was presented. This paper, based on the presented formalism, describes a framework called Pattern Language
Verifier Generator (PLVGen) that automatically generates a Pattern Language Verifier (PLV) for any given
PL assuming its constituent patterns are represented in UML.
Using a modelware approach, two metamodels named Pattern Language Specification Language (PLSL) and
Pattern Specification Language (PSL) are developed to model the given PL and its patterns, respectively.
By getting the models of a PL and its patterns, PLVGen automatically generates an Epsilon Validation
Language (EVL) module representing the expected PLV. By launching PLV, the applied PL on a UML
model will be verified.
To evaluate the applicability of PLVGen in practice, we automatically generated three PLVs. The statistics
regarding the generated PLVs, as case studies, illustrate the scalability of PLVGen. Compared with similar
tools, the generated PLVs are more portable, transparent, and free of ambiguities.
Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Design patterns solve recurring design problems within specific contexts [8, 18]. “Patterns are not
isolated islands” [56]. In other words, the application of patterns must take into consideration their
specific interrelationships, this leads to improved productivity in software development as well
[3, 6, 56]. More specifically, one of the best practices in solving software problems as a whole
is the application of patterns in a PL form [15, 23, 46]. Stated simply, a PL can be defined as a
collection of interrelated patterns that provide solutions to software problems in specific contexts
[6, 21, 37, 55]. For example, a distributed Object-Request Broker (ORB) middleware and an
Enterprise Application Architecture can be developed by applying the Broker PL [46] and Patterns
of Enterprise Application Architecture (PofEAA) [16], respectively.

Any applied PL on a design model needs to be verified. This verification ensures the correct
application of the single patterns and their interrelationships which are dictated by the given PL
[56]. From now on, we will refer to this task as “verifying a PL”. However, with the rapid growth of
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2 ALIREZA ROUHI AND BAHMAN ZAMANI

the number of patterns and their inherent interrelationships in PLs [22] and due to the fact that the
manual verification of the applied PLs in a design model is a tedious and error-prone task, providing
tool support is required [42, 56, 57].

Considering the problem of a PL verification, Zamani and Butler [56] presented a PLV named
ArgoPLV. ArgoPLV is able to verify the applied patterns of a single PL only, i.e., the PofEAA
PL [16] on a UML model. In other words, ArgoPLV is not extensible to support and verify the
application of other PLs since it is hardcoded by the rules representing only the PofEAA PL.
Therefore, we aimed at constructing a generic PLV generation tool for any given PL.

As stated in our previous work [42], generalizing the process of generating a PLV for any given
PL requires a formalism to specify the PL per se, as well as its patterns. To do so, by revising and
extending the Graphic Extension of EBNF (GEBNF) notation [3] and inspiring from the pattern
specification scheme of Zhu and Bayley [59] as well as the systematic pattern selection method of
Zdun [57], we presented a new formalism for patterns and PLs. This formalism is applicable to
PLs with patterns represented by UML class and sequence diagrams, specifically. In addition, the
interrelationships of patterns in the given PL can be the popular pattern–pattern relationships, i.e.,
‘uses’, ‘refines’, ‘conflicts’ and ‘competes’ [16, 46, 56, 60].

This paper, exploiting from our proposed formalism [42], presents a framework named PLVGen
to automatically generate a PLV for any given PL assuming its patterns are represented in the UML
class diagrams. We utilize the modelware development approach, as opposed to the grammarware
approach of ArgoPLV [56], in order to apply state-of-the-art model management tools such as
the Xtext parser generator tool [14] and the Epsilon† languages [4, 10, 39, 40] to automate the
PLVGen framework. Compared with the grammarware approach, this approach makes the PLVGen
framework more portable, inter-operable, and productive.

To construct PLVGen, first we used Xtext and developed two languages named PSL and PLSL
to specify the given PL. Then, we used the Epsilon languages to automatically generate the main
artifact of the proposed PLVGen framework that is an EVL module representing a PLV for the given
PL. In a more concise description, the proposed PLVGen framework includes the following three
steps:

• Specifying the patterns of the given PL using PSL,

• Specifying the given PL per se using PLSL,

• Automatic generation of an EVL module which plays the role of the PLV using Epsilon Object
Language (EOL) [30] and Epsilon Generation Language (EGL).

To the best of our knowledge and according to the literature, only the ArgoPLV tool is comparable
with the generated PLVs of the PLVGen framework. Following are the summary of this comparison:

• ArgoPLV [56] is a PLV targeted to a single PL while PLVGen makes possible to automatically
generate a PLV for any given PL; i.e., PLVGen is not limited to a single PL.

• The generated PLVs of PLVGen are more portable and transparent on their implementation
as compared with the issues regarding the classification of the rules in ArgoPLV; where, for
clarification, each rule representing patterns and interrelationships of patterns must be either
syntactic or semantic [55]. In other words, there is no classification of the rules in PLVGen.

• The generated PLVs have better interaction with the designer which eases the selection of the
appropriate patterns for the current context, eliminating the need to memorize the patterns and
their interrelationships for any given PL.

• The generated PLVs, with regard to the verification approach which is based on the proposed
formalism [42], are free of ambiguities. This becomes clear when compared with the
verification initiators of the patterns’ interrelationships in ArgoPLV [55].

†Extensible Platform of Integrated Languages for mOdel maNagement
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• From the application point of view, in contrast with the compiler approach which is taken by
ArgoPLV, we validate a design model by launching the generated EVL module, i.e., the actual
PLV, which includes invariants representing the specification of the given PL, i.e., its patterns
and their interrelationships.

To evaluate the applicability of the PLVGen framework, we generated three PLVs for the Broker
PL [46], PofEAA PL [16], and the Security PL [15]. We selected the Broker PL since its structure,
i.e., its patterns and their interrelationships as well as the consequences of patterns nearly match
with the requirements of a given PL based on our proposed formalism of patterns and PLs [42].
In a simple statement, the patterns of the given PL must be represented in Unified Modeling
Language (UML) class diagrams and the pattern interrelationships is limited to the pattern–pattern
relations as stated earlier. The PofEAA PL was selected to illustrate how we can adapt a sample
PL specification with our proposed formalism to feed into the PLVGen framework since it has the
pattern–layer relationships other than our permissible pattern-pattern ones. To see and examine
all of the pattern–pattern relationships, a security PL was selected too [15]. By this language, we
can test and illustrate the ‘refines’ pattern interrelationships which are absent in the former two
languages. Moreover, the constituent patterns of these languages have been specified in UML. As
an example, we applied the generated Broker PLV to validate a UML model which uses the Broker
PL to design The ACE ORB (TAO) model [46].

The main contributions of this paper include:

• Developing two languages called PLSL and PSL to specify a given PL and its patterns,
respectively, based-on the proposed formalism of Rouhi and Zamani [42]

• Presenting a framework named PLVGen to automatically generate a PLV for any given PL,
and

• Generating three PLVs for Broker PL [46], PofEAA PL [16], and a security PL [15].

The main body of this paper is organized in the following manner: In Section 2, we (i) discuss
the works on verifying the applied patterns and PLs on design models and (ii) present a brief
introduction to the formal model of patterns and PLs as well as the Epsilon languages which are
used to develop the PLVGen framework; Section 3 presents the PLVGen framework; In Section 4,
to evaluate the applicability of the proposed framework in practice, generation of three PLVs for
the Broker PL, PofEAA PL, and a security PL are presented as case-studies; Section 5 discusses
the pros and cons related to the proposed PLVGen framework and the existing approaches; finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper with some directions for future works.

2. RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND

In this section, first we introduce the related works in Section 2.1. Then, to provide a background,
a brief introduction to the formal model of patterns and PLs as well as the Epsilon languages are
presented in Section 2.2.

2.1. Related works

Verifying the application of patterns on a design model can be considered from two different points
of view: (1) verifying single patterns [26, 29, 59] and (2) verifying the patterns’ interrelationships
which are enforced by the rules of a PL [56]. Here, we review the literature of verifying single
patterns as well as the pattern interrelationships in general and PLs in particular. Examining the
literature on patterns and PLs reveals two different research directions: (1) the application of patterns
and PLs on a design model, versus (2) the identification and detection of patterns and PLs in
a model [41]. Since a PLV aims to verify the application of the patterns of a given PL, i.e., the
correct application of single patterns as well as the pattern interrelationships, we review the related
works only from perspective of the application of patterns. In other words, we do not consider the
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researches that are related to pattern identification and detection [2, 11, 49, 54], which is a more
reverse engineering task (see [41] for more details on existing pattern identification and detection
tools). According to the above mentioned filters, we have found several related works which are
addressed in the following.

Lovatt et al. [34] have proposed an approach similar to the design of a PLV but on a small scale.
Their solution is a Java compiler equipped with a Pattern Enforcing Compiler (PEC) module that
provides interfaces to the programmer who wishes to apply library patterns. The applied patterns
are compiled and verified by the embedded PEC module. Moreover, the programmer can introduce
more patterns to be verified by the PEC module. Compared with our approach, PEC is just a single
pattern verifier not a PLV. In other words, the pattern interrelationships are not verified by PEC.

Kim and Carrington [29] present a set of tools to develop formal models of design patterns.
Using Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), a role-based metamodel of patterns is implemented.
The formal model of patterns is converted into Object-Z using the model transformation techniques.
Using the structural and behavioral constructs of Object-Z, the pattern models are specified
precisely. So, these tools only specify and verify the single patterns. Compared with our approach,
they do not consider the pattern interrelationships at all.

The IBM Rational Software Architect (RSA) tool suite‡ provides a Pattern Explorer view which
enables a designer to apply the Gang-of-Four (GoF) design patterns [18]. A designer can also extend
the explorer view to include her own patterns using the PatternLibrary extension point and the
pattern authoring view features. Even though this tool provides single pattern verification capability,
compared with our generated PLVs, there is not any support to verify the pattern interrelationships.

Epattern language [13] is used to formally specify the design patterns in the Meta Object Facility
(MOF) compliant modelling languages. It has been designed as an extension and a realization to
MOF and Ecore, respectively. Epattern exploits from the class diagram and the composite structure
diagram of UML 2.0 to illustrate the patterns. To show the applicability of the language, the authors
claimed that they had specified most of the GoF design patterns. Compared with our approach, the
specification and verification of the pattern interrelationships are not considered here.

PatternBox§ is an Eclipse plug-in which provides an editor to specify design patterns. Currently,
it only supports 16 out of the 23 GoF design patterns. To apply a pattern, this tool provides a wizard
to create the Java classes and interfaces for the selected pattern. Once a pattern is instantiated, it can
be customized by the user based on the domain requirements. In comparison with our approach,
PatternBox is a limited single pattern verifier (by supporting the GoF design patterns only) not a
PLV. Moreover, the pattern interrelationships are not verified by this tool.

Zamani and Butler [56] have introduced a verification problem involving a design model built
based on the patterns of a single PL. The PL which is considered in this research is PofEAA [16].
A design model, which has applied the PofEAA PL, is verified by a PLV named ArgoPLV in order
to detect and rectify the underlying bugs and problems regarding the structure of patterns and their
interrelationships [55]. Here, a reasonable subset of patterns from [16] is extracted and considered as
a PL. ArgoPLV [56] has been developed using a Backus-Naur form (BNF)-like grammar notation.
It verifies the lexical, syntactic, and semantic issues of the applied patterns of the PofEAA PL
on a design model. The constituent modules of the PLV are comparable with the analysis phases
of a typical compiler of any general programming language such as Java. Furthermore, ArgoPLV,
using a module called Pattern Language Advisor (PLA), aimed to propose some candidate patterns
according to environmental conditions such as the complexity of underlying domain, programming
language, and the designer’s proficiency level. However, the verification is performed only when
the designer selected a pattern and applied it to a model. Compared with our approach, even though
ArgoPLV is a PLV but its verification capability is limited to a single PL only, i.e., PofEAA PL [16].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no software tool to verify the application of patterns
on a design model regarding their interrelationships in general and PLs in particular, except the
aforementioned ArgoPLV [56]. Therefore, compared with the ArgoPLV which only verifies a single

‡http://www-128.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/products/rsa/
§http://www.patternbox.com/projekte/eclipse-plugin.html
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Table I. Tools review regarding their verification capabilities

Tool Verification capability
Single pattern Pattern interrelationships PLs

PEC [34] X
Kim and Carrington [29] tool set X
The IBM RSA tool suite X
Epattern language [13] X
PatternBox X
ArgoPLV [56] X X X
The generated PLVs of PLVGen X X X

PL, we aim to present a new generic approach to automatically generate a PLV for any given PL
assuming its patterns are represented in the UML class diagrams.

Table I summarizes the aforementioned tools according to their verification capabilities, i.e.,
single patterns, pattern interrelationships and PLs. As we can see here, only the ArgoPLV tool
is comparable with the generated PLVs of our developed PLVGen framework. In other words, with
except ArgoPLV, other tools are single pattern verifier. Later in the discussion section, we discuss
and compare the PLVGen development approach and ArgoPLV in more detail.

Developing an EVL module for validating the application of the Singleton pattern [18] in a design
model has been presented in the Epsilon book [31]. Inspired by this idea as well as the featured
model-management capabilities of the Epsilon languages such as EOL, EGL, and EVL, we have
selected the Epsilon platform to develop our proposed PLVGen framework. This framework will be
based on our presented formal model of patterns and PLs in [42].

2.2. Background

In this section, to have a background, a brief introduction regarding our proposed formal model
of patterns and PLs [42] as well as the used Epsilon languages are presented in Section 2.2.1 and
Section 2.2.2, respectively. First, to avoid any misunderstanding regarding the scope of the used PL
concept in this paper, we present our accepted informal definition of a PL.

A PL informal definition There are several informal definitions for a PL in literature [6, 56]. For
the first time, Christopher Alexander, one of the pioneers and founders of the pattern and PLs related
concepts in the building architecture field, defined a PL as follows:

A pattern language has the structure of a network. ... However, when we use the network
of a language, we always use it as a sequence, going through the patterns, mowing
always from the larger patterns to the smaller, always from the ones which create
structures, to the ones which then embellish those structures, and then to those which
embellish the embellishments. [1]

Here, we adhere to the PL definition of Buschmann et al. [6] which we quote and adapt as follows:

A network of patterns that defines a process for systematically resolving a set of related
software development problems along with satisfying the required constraints. [6]

Now, based on the presented informal definition, we can define a formal model for a PL.

2.2.1. Patterns and PL formalism As stated in [42], supporting automatic generation of tools to
verify a PL application on a UML design model requires a formal model of patterns and PLs. So, to
establish a foundation for the specification of patterns and PLs, we revised and extended the GEBNF
notation more specifically by adding the unordered list of the fields definition. This extension
provides more abstraction and flexibility for rule definitions. Therefore, to define a production,
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6 ALIREZA ROUHI AND BAHMAN ZAMANI

the developer has three options available: to define the rule as an ordered list of fields or unordered
or mixed. For example, defining a class diagram production rule as an unordered list of relations
and classifiers instead of the ordered list, makes the rule more abstract compared with an ordered
rule in the UML model grammar definition [42]. Considering the popularity of UML specification
in the presented patterns and PLs, GoF design patterns, Broker PL [46], and PofEAA PL [16],
etc., we specified a model of UML class diagram and sequence diagram [19] with the extended
GEBNF notation. The following methods were used to present a formal model for patterns and
PLs: a) extracting the induced functions from the GEBNF notation representing a UML model; b)
defining some auxiliary functions in the first order-logic predicates; and c) inspiring from the pattern
specification scheme of Zhu and Bayley [59] as well as the systematic pattern selection method of
Zdun [57].

A brief introduction to the proposed formalism including the pattern specification scheme and the
PL definition is presented here (see [42] for more details).

The pattern specification scheme Each pattern is specified as an ordered list containing the
name, components, static conditions and dynamic conditions. This is shown in the following Pattern
production rule which we will call Rule 1. Declarations can be specified as a set inclusion or a set
membership (Rule 2–Rule 4).

Pattern ::= patternName : String,
components : Declaration+,

staticConditions : StaticCondition∗,
dynamicConditions : DynamicCondition∗ (1)

Declaration ::= SetInclusion | SetMembership (2)
SetInclusion ::= ‘{’,Member, [‘, ’,Member]∗, ‘}’, ‘ ⊆ ’,Type (3)

SetMembership ::= Member, ‘ ∈ ’,Type (4)

Each formula (Rule 7) specifies the static and dynamic conditions of a given pattern (Rule 5 and
Rule 6). A formula can be negative or positive (Rule 8). Each formula type (Rule 9) can be classified
into a simple formula, quantifier formula, or a combination of both.

StaticCondition ::= Formula (5)
DynamicCondition ::= Formula (6)

Formula ::= [UnaryConn],FormulaType (7)
UnaryConn ::= ‘¬ ’ (8)

FormulaType ::= SimpleFormula | QuantFormula |
‘(’,MixedFormula, ‘)’ (9)

For the sake of brevity, we intentionally left-out other productions and their descriptions here.

The PL formal definition A pattern language named plname, denoted by Lplname is defined as a
quadruple 〈P ∪ {FALSE,TRUE},R, pi, δ〉where P is a set of patterns involved in Lplname; FALSE and
TRUE, i.e., the trivial patterns which are defined in Rouhi and Zamani [42]; R, is the set of patterns’
interrelationships –i.e., a set of triplets Pattern× Relationship× Pattern– of the language Lplname;
pi, is the initial pattern of Lplname; and, δ, the transition function. Table II summarizes the δ function
and some of the related functions (see [42] for more details). See Table VI in Appendix A to find
more information about the used algebraic Z notation [53].

Given the initial pattern pi, the transition function δ, uses the opt function to find and return an
optimal sequence of patterns in terms of the consequences of applying patterns on a design model.
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Table II. Summary of the functions used to formalize a given PL

Function Explanation
δ : Pattern 7→ iseqPattern Given the initial pattern of the PL, i.e., pi, returns the injective sequence of

patterns which must be applied one by one to solve the whole design problem.
opt : Pattern 7→ Pattern Given a pattern as the current context, returns the optimal pattern in the

successors of the given pattern (by calling the succ function) in terms of
consequences, i.e., with the maximum of benefits and the minimum of
liabilities on the design quality goals. This function calls conseqs function to
examine the consequences of applying successor patterns in the current pattern
context.

succ : Pattern 7→ PPattern Given a pattern as the current context, returns the set of candidate patterns, i.e.,
the successors of the given pattern which are applicable in its context. This is
performed by examining the set R and taking union over the third elements of
triplets with the given pattern as the first element and the relationships ‘uses’,
‘refines’, or ‘competes’ as the second element.

conseqs : (Pattern× Pattern)
7→ (PQGoal× PQGoal)

Given two patterns, returns two sets representing the consequences of applying
the second pattern in the context of first pattern. First set is the benefits of
applying patterns on the design quality goals while the second set represents
the liabilities. For example, conseqs function maps pair (Broker,Layers) to
sets {encapsulation}, {performance}, i.e., applying the Layers pattern [8] in
the context of the Broker pattern [8] yields encapsulation as its benefit on the
design quality goal but the liability will be performance degradation. QGoal
is a given set which represents the design quality goals such as performance,
encapsulation, etc.

It must be mentioned that our focus is on the patterns’ interrelationships in the current development
of the PLVGen framework, so we do not implement the opt function. We use the succ function, as
described in Table II, to find an appropriate ordering of the patterns of the given PL (prerequisite
patterns have precedence in this ordering). Based on this ordering, the contexts and the involved
invariants (representing the specifications of the given PL’s patterns and their interrelationships) of
the target EVL module are generated (see Section 3.4.2 for more details). In addition, since the
generated PLVs of the PLVGen framework act interactively, i.e., beginning from the initial pattern
and based on the current context of the design model, they present only the next applicable patterns
of the PL to the designer, rather than all of the patterns in a sequence up to the TRUE pattern (see the
Broker PL as an example in Figure 4 with the Broker pattern as the initial pattern). In other words,
we emulated the functionality of the δ function in our implemented framework. Moreover, if the
consequences of patterns are specified in the given PL, we report the applied pattern consequences
in terms of benefits and liabilities on the design quality goals as well.

In the following, to have a bird’s-eye view on the presented formalism of patterns and PLs in
[42], an overview is presented regarding the patterns’ interrelationships, the induced and auxiliary
functions, and the UML semantic constraints.

The patterns’ interrelationships Based on the introduced popular and primary relationships by
Zamani and Butler [56], Buschmann et al. [7], Rouhi and Zamani [42], the Relationship set is
defined by the following free type [53]:

Relationship ::= uses | refines | conflicts | competes

To the best of our knowledge, these relationships, i.e., ‘uses’, ‘refines’, ‘conflicts’, and
‘competes’, are adequate for the specification of the patterns’ interrelationships in the catalogs like
GoF [18] and PLs like PofEAA [16] and Broker [7, 47]. Appendix B presents the formal semantics
of the patterns’ interrelationships which are captured from [42].

The induced and auxiliary functions As stated in [42], to present the formalism of patterns
and PLs, we need the induced functions that are extracted from the revised and extended GEBNF
production rules of the UML class diagram and sequence diagram as well as some auxiliary
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functions. Generally, these functions are used to specify the constituent parts of each pattern, i.e.,
the components and the static/dynamic conditions.

For example, classes : ClassDiag→ P1 Class, which returns the nonempty set of classifiers
in a given class diagram and isAbstract : Operation 7→ Boolean, which returns true if the given
operation of a classifier is abstract, are samples of the induced functions. As examples of the
auxiliary functions, we enumerate the functions associates(), composes(), depends(),
and inherits() which, given two classifies, return true if the classifiers have association,
composition, dependency, or inheritance relationship, respectively.

Here, we intentionally left-out the complete list of the mentioned functions. See [42] for more
detail on the induced functions as well as the auxiliary functions.

The UML semantic constraints Each UML model must satisfy some specific defined semantic
constraints [19]. For example, each class can be defined as an abstract or final exclusively:

∀ c : Class • c ∈ classes⇒ (((¬ isAbstract(c) ∧ isFinal(c)) ∨
(isAbstract(c) ∧ ¬ isFinal(c))) ∨ (¬ isAbstract(c) ∧ ¬ isFinal(c)))

Since a design model which applies a PL is a UML model per se, it is required to preserve
the UML semantic constraints. See the complete list of theses constraints in [42]. To specify these
constraints, we implement a language named UML Semantic Constraints Specification (USCS) (see
Appendix C.4 for more details).

2.2.2. Epsilon This section presents a brief introduction to the Epsilon languages including EOL,
EVL, and EGL (see [31] for more details).

EOL EOL provides the core constructs and functionalities which are required to establish other
model-management languages of Epsilon family such as EVL and EGL. In contrast to other task-
specific languages of Epsilon, EOL serves as a general-purpose language. Each program in EOL is
called a module.

EGL EGL provides a language for Model-to-Text (M2T) transformations [31]. EGL is a template-
based text generator. An EGL program can include both the static and dynamic sections. The tag
pair [% %] is used to separate the dynamic sections from the static ones.

The generated text of each EGL template is written to the console screen or a disk file at the
end of its execution. In other words, currently there is no way to flush out on demand a partially
executed template. As a result, in circumstances that the output size is large, for example a large PL
in terms of the number of patterns and the resulting EVL constraints, the heap space is exhausted
and the ‘out of memory exception error’ is inevitable. Therefore, one solution is to split the single
template into multiple transformation rules (each rule, by executing an EGL template, transforms a
source model or an instance of that model to a text target) in a .egx template which is an extension
to the .egl templates of the Epsilon language. Each one of the rules which are defined in a .egx
template is executed one by one, allowing the generated text can be obtained incrementally.

EVL EVL aims to validate models from the different metamodels. EVL specifications are
organized in modules which extend the EOL module. Other than operations and functions, EVL
module can involve invariants which are declared and evaluated on the typed contexts. In addition,
each module can include pre/post blocks which are evaluated before/after the invariants of contexts,
respectively. The concrete syntax of the constituent blocks of an EVL module is illustrated in
Listing 1.

evl_concrete_syntax ::= ('context' <context_name> '{'
('guard' ((':' <expression>) | <statementBlock>))?
(('@' 'lazy')? // the evaluation of the invariant

// is not triggered until it is called
<invariant> <inv_name> '{'
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('guard' ((':' <expression>) | <statementBlock>))?
// the guarded condition which is enforced by the invariant

('check' ((':' <expression>) | <statementBlock>))
('message' ((':' <expression>) | <statementBlock>))?

// guarded 'fix' blocks are used to fix the checked invariant
// by the statements which are declared in their 'do' blocks

('fix' '{'
('guard' ((':' <expression>) | <statementBlock>))?
('title' ((':' <expression>) | <statementBlock>))
'do' (<statementBlock>) '}')*

'}')* '}' |
(('pre' | 'post') // pre/post block of the defined context

(<name>)? <statementBlock>) |
(('@' 'cashed')? // the returned results of the operation

// are cashed for the later uses
(('@' ('pre' | 'post')) | // the operation pre/post-conditions

<boolean_expression>)*
'operation' (<context_name>)? <operation_name>

'(' (<parameter>)* ')' (':' <return_type>)? <statementBlock>)
)*

statementBlock ::= '{' (<statement>)+ '}'
invariant ::= 'constraint' | // required conditions

'critique' // recommended conditions

Listing 1: The concrete syntax of an EVL module (adapted from [31])

An EVL module is executed with the following semantics (adapted from [31]):

1. Executing the ‘pre’ sections consecutively in the order that they have been specified,

2. Collecting the instances of the meta-class which is defined by each context and a) evaluating
the guard (if any) of the context for all instances, b) upon the context’s guard satisfaction,
evaluating the guards (if any) of each non-lazy invariant, and c) evaluating the body of the
invariant if its guard is satisfied. In circumstances where the body evaluation results false,
the message part is evaluated and the message along with the instance, the invariant and the
possible fixes are recorded in the ValidationTrace.

3. After examining the validation trace, the messages of unsatisfied constraints are displayed to
the user. Then, the user can select the appropriate fixes to be done.

4. Executing the post block of the module, if all of the necessary fixes regarding the unsatisfied
constraints are done.

In the following section, we present the PLV generation framework.

3. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK TO AUTOMATICALLY GENERATE A PLV

First of all, to avoid any misunderstanding regarding the verification and validation terms, let us
present the definition of these concepts from our point of view. Verification of a PL means whether
or not a design model that has applied patterns of a given PL respects the invariants corresponding
to the specification of the applied patterns, i.e., their static and dynamic conditions, as well as the
invariants of the patterns’ interrelationships, i.e., their formal semantics (see Section 2.2.1 and
Appendix B for more details). This definition of verification can also be seen as a design model
validation. In other words, we validate a design model to see whether or not it satisfies the invariants
of the applied PL. Moreover, we use the terms abstract syntax, metamodel, and language regarding
PSL and PLSL interchangeably.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed PLV generation framework. Each step (indicated
as a sub-process rectangular box) accepts some inputs (indicated as trapezoid boxes) or an artifact
(indicated as a circle) and produces one or more artifacts.

The Steps I and II in Figure 1 that are distinguished by the dashed line shapes, illustrate the
formalization process of patterns and PLs [42] which we introduced in Section 2.2.1. These steps
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Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed PLV generation framework

serve as the prerequisite for implementing the PLVGen framework. In a simple statement, we
revised and extended the GEBNF notation [3] mainly by adding the unordered production rule
to provide more flexibility in the grammar specification (Figure 1, Step I). Then, inspired from the
pattern specification scheme of Zhu and Bayley [59] and the systematic pattern selection method
of Zdun [57], we specified the UML class and sequence diagrams to extract the induced and
auxiliary functions in first-order predicates logic in order to formalize patterns and PLs (Figure 1,
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Step II). This formalism is applicable only to PLs with patterns represented by UML class and
sequence diagrams. In addition, the interrelationships of patterns in the given PL must be the
popular relationships, i.e., ‘uses’, ‘refines’, ‘conflicts’ and ‘competes’ that are introduced earlier
in Section 2.2.1. See [42] for more detail on the Steps I and II of Figure 1.

Moreover, Step 1 in Figure 1 which generates the PSL and PLSL metamodels based on the
proposed formalism [42] is processed only one time. So, only the Steps 2–4 are required to generate
a PLV for any given PL in practice assuming it can be specified in PLSL and its patterns in PSL.
These steps together are what we refer to as the PLVGen framework. In a simple statement, the
input to the framework through the Steps 2 and 3, i.e., the given PL, will be the UML class diagram
representation of the constituent patterns as well as the required pattern interrelationships and the
optional pattern consequences. And the output that are produced during the Step 4 in Figure 1 will
be a UML profile representing the given PL, i.e., the stereotypes of pattern names, classifier names,
operation and attribute names of each classifier, and an EVL module which plays the role of a PLV.
The Steps 1–4 are described in more detail after introducing the PLVGen development approach in
Sections 3.1–3.4.

Development approach Before going to the details of the PLV generation framework, we
introduce our development approach first. To generate a PLV for a given PL, one of the two
following choices can be made:

1. Hard-coding the formalism of patterns and PLs in a general programming language such as
Java

2. Transforming the formalism from the grammarware space to the modelware space and
exploiting the existing tools to develop a PLV generator

These approaches are known as the grammarware approach [9, 48, 55, 57] and modelware
[17, 24, 35, 39, 51], respectively. The first approach has been used by Zamani and Butler [56]
to develop the ArgoPLV which (as discussed in Section 2.1) is limited to verifying only the
patterns of the PofEAA PL [16] on a design model. Not only is the manual hard-coding of the
first development approach a more tedious and error-prone task but it also has serious difficulties
with regard to portability, inter-operability, and in upgrading the generated artifacts. In contrast, the
development speed and correctness of the generated artifacts in the modelware space is higher than
the grammarware space [38, 52]. Since the design pattern specification as well as the application
of patterns on a design model are approached as a metamodeling problem [58], transforming the
artifacts in the grammarware space (our presented formalism of patterns and PLs in [42]) to the
modelware space, helps us to utilize the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [45] related tools
for developing our expected PLVGen framework. Therefore, the stated advantages of modelware
technical space motivated us to use this approach here. Of course, use of the metamodeling
concept is not new in the software design and specifically in the modeling of design patterns
[12, 20, 27, 28, 33, 36]. As an example in this case, Reclipse [50] is a reverse-engineering tool
suite that uses an ecore metamodel to define the specification of the GoF design patterns [18, 49].

The main reasons which motivate us to select the Epsilon languages for developing the PLV
generator and EVL as the format of the generated PLV, are as follows:

1. Epsilon [31] provides a platform to build task-specific languages which facilitate model-
management tasks, model refactoring, model validation, model transformation, and model
comparison to name a few.

2. The language is an open-source Eclipse-based modeling tool suite with a highly competent
team of supporting developers¶.

¶https://www.eclipse.org/forums/index.php/f/22/
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12 ALIREZA ROUHI AND BAHMAN ZAMANI

3. The language supports a complete set of model-management features compared with
the existing language tools such as Object Constraint Language (OCL), Query, View,
Transformations (QVT) [32], and ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [25]. More
interestingly, the language statements have compatibility with the OCL expressions. Some of
the excellent features of EVL are as follows. By providing variation in the invariant types,
i.e., constraints and critiques, it is possible to support messaging errors and warnings to
the designer. In the PLV usage, providing meaningful and comprehensible context-aware
messages are vital to direct the designer in PL-based design. This goal is addressed by
the message capabilities of the EVL invariants. In addition, to implement the patterns’
interrelationships, establishing dependencies among the invariants is essential. EVL support
this requirement as well. In addition, by using the lazy invariants of EVL, it is possible to
defer the evaluation of those invariants of patterns which are not applied yet. As a result,
the performance of the generated PLVs increases by utilizing this feature. More importantly,
using EVL supporting features such as auto fixes, it is possible to add the missed components
of patterns such as the required operations and attributes of classifiers with the expected
properties of these components. These are reflected on the design model which increase the
design speed. It must be mentioned that compared with EVL, Epsilon Pattern Language (EPL)
which provides capabilities for single pattern matching on a design model, also provides
an equivalent mechanism to the satisfaction of the inter-constraint dependencies. However,
it is required to feed the result model of the pattern matching process in EVL to provide
suitable error messages for undesirable pattern matches. A possible feature in the proposed
PLV generation framework, using EPL with the pattern matching capabilities to replace or
complement EVL, can also be assessed.

4. The language provides a rich set of statements (to query and parse the declarations and
predicates which are declared in the EMF instances of each pattern and PL models). More
importantly, the language types originated from OCL such as Set, Sequence, Collection, and
Map declarations as well as the iterators over these types and contexts –select, collect,
forALL, exists, and one among others– almost exactly matches the first-order logic
predicates of the proposed formalism of patterns and PLs (see [42] for more details). As a
result, validating the specification of a given PL and its patterns (in PLSL and PSL) and
constructing the EGL template of the PLVGen is more straightforward.

In the following, we review the PLV generation framework step by step in Section 3.1, Section 3.2,
Section 3.3, and Section 3.4.

3.1. Step 1. Developing the PSL and PLSL metamodels

To avoid the manual specification and validation of a given PL and its patterns, we developed
two languages named PLSL and PSL based on the proposed formal model of pattern and PL in
[42]. First, the GEBNF rules representing the pattern specification scheme are translated into the
Extended BNF (EBNF) rules to feed in Xtext as input. Second, Xtext automatically generates the
ecore model representing the input PSL grammar. Similar to the PSL parser generation approach,
the PLSL parser is generated based on the proposed formalism of a PL in [42]. See [43] to find the
Xtext code and rules regarding the generated parsers.

In the following, the abstract and concrete syntax of PSL and PLSL are presented.

3.1.1. The PSL language The abstract syntax of PSL, i.e., the ecore model of the language is
demonstrated in Figure 2. The constituent elements of this syntax are described as follows:

Specification Each pattern is specified by a Specification object which can include an optional
comment and a required name. In addition, this object declares components (constituent
classifiers of each pattern), static conditions (the structural conditions of each pattern’s
classifiers captured from the pattern’s representing UML class diagram, if any), and dynamic
conditions (behavioral conditions of each pattern’s classifiers captured from the pattern’s
representing UML sequence diagram, if any).
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Declaration This object defines classifiers of each pattern by set-inclusions or set-memberships.

StaticCondition This object defines the formulas/predicates regarding the structural conditions of
each pattern.

DynamicCondition Similar to the StaticCondition, this object defines the formulas/predicates
regarding the behavioral conditions of each pattern.

Formula Each formula can include three types: simple formula, quantifier formula, or mixed
formula, i.e., a mixture of the simple/quantifier formulas.

SimpleFormula This object defines a set-inclusion, a set-membership, a function call/inclusion, or
an expression of a left-hand and a right-hand side operands. Here, the left-hand side operand
can be a classifier identifier or a variable name while the right-hand side can be a classifier
identifier, a Boolean type, an integer value, or a ‘*’ depending on the used operator of the
expression.

QuantFormula This object provides the basics of a quantifier formula definition. Each quantifier
formula can be declared as two types: for all (∀) or there exists (∃). In addition, each formula
can declare quantifier variables, include an optional such that condition (to restrict the range
of the declared quantifier variables), an optional at sign condition (to enforce more restriction
than ‘such that’ dictates), and a required consequent condition. All the mentioned conditions
are of the QFormula type.

FuncInclusion This object is used to provide a function-call which will return a Boolean value
or a function-call expression on the left-hand side with a value on the right-hand side of
RangeType object which can be a Boolean, a visibility-kind, a direction-kind, an integer, ‘*’,
classifier identifier, or a basic type. Each function can have zero or more parameters.

Param This object defines the structure of a parameter which is used in the function-calls.
Here, each parameter can be one of these four types: classifier identifier, function-inclusion,
attribute/property identifier, or a parameter identifier.

Type Each type can be a basic, power-set, or a classifier type.

As Figure 2 illustrates, the objects Specification, Declaration, StaticCondition, and
DynamicCondition have a comment property. This property, which can be a single/multiline
comment, describes its underlying instance and helps to generate more understandable messages
for the invariants (see Algorithm 2). Therefore, even though providing the mentioned comments are
optional on the pattern specifications, but due to the stated reason, providing helpful comments for
the quantifier formulas is strongly recommended.

Listing 7 in Appendix C.1 demonstrates the concrete syntax of PSL in the BNF notation. Given a
design pattern, it must conform to the syntax of PSL. For more clarification and as an example, see
the Layers pattern [8] specification in PSL in Section 4.1, Listing 3.

3.1.2. The PLSL language The abstract syntax of PLSL, i.e., the ecore model of the language is
demonstrated in Figure 3. The constituent elements of this syntax are described as follows:

PatternLanguage Each pattern language is specified by a PatternLanguage object which has
a name and includes an initial pattern, zero or more other patterns together with the
interrelationships of patterns and the consequences of applying patterns on each other
contexts.

Pattern This object defines a pattern by specifying its name/identifier.

Relationship This object defines a triplet, including two patterns and their interrelationship.
The relationship type can be either uses, refines, conflicts, or competes as discussed in
Section 2.2.1.
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Specification
comment : EString
name : EStringDeclaration

comment : EString

SetInclusion
head : EString
comma : EString
tail : EString
subset : EString

SetMembership
member : EString
in : EString

Type
basic : EString
ps : EString
cid : EString

StaticCondition
comment : EString

DynamicCondition
comment : EString

FuncInclusion
f : EString
op : EString

Param
cid : EString
fi : EString
aid : EString
paramid : EString RangeType

bool : EString
vk : EString
dk : EString
int : EInt
star : EString
cid : EString
basic : EString

Formula
neg : EString
lp : EString
rp : EString

QuantFormula
suchThat : EString
atSign : EString
conseq : EString

QFormula

MixedFormula
or : EString
and : EString

Quantifier
forall : EString
exists : EString

QTypes
semicolon : EString

VarType
header : EString
colon : EString
trailer : EString

SimpleFormula
op : EStringRHSOperand

cid : EString
fi : EString
bool : EString
int : EInt
star : EString

LHSOperand
cid : EString

components 1..*

staticConditions
0..*

dynamicConditions
0..*

si 0..1
sm 0..1

set
0..1

set
0..1

fi
0..1

type
0..1

scond
0..1

dcond
0..1

params
0..* value

0..1

fi
0..1

sf 0..1

qf
0..1

mf
0..1

q 1 types 1

st
0..1

at
0..1

consequent
1

f
0..1

lhs
0..1

orRHS
0..*

andRHS
0..*

head 1 tail 0..*

type
0..1

l
0..1

r
0..1

si

0..1

sm
0..1

fi 0..1

Figure 2. The PSL parser ecore metamodel

Consequence This object defines the consequence of applying the second pattern on the context of
the first pattern. Each consequence may include benefits/liabilities which are defined as the
design goals.

Listing 8 in Appendix C.2 demonstrates the concrete syntax of PLSL in the BNF notation. For
more clarification and as an example, see the specification of the Broker PL [7, 46] in PLSL in
Section 4.1, Listing 4.

It must be mentioned that the automatically generated metamodels of PSL and PLSL are
incomplete (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Following are some constraints that are not enforced by
the obtained metamodels:

• The uniqueness of the declared patterns,

• Validity of the initial pattern (which must be included in the pattern list of the given PL),
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PatternLanguage
name : EString

Pattern
pid : EString

Relationship

Relation
relationshipKind : EString

Consequence

Liabilities Benefits

BenefitLiability

Goal
goal : EString

head
1

tail
0..*initPattern

1

relationships0..*

consequnces0..*

first
1

rel 0..1

second
1

first0..1

second0..1

benefits0..1liabilities0..1

lHead0..1

lTail
0..*

bHead0..1

bTail
0..*

Figure 3. The PLSL parser ecore metamodel

• Validity of the patterns’ interrelationships (for example, the utilized pattern names in the
relationships must be declared earlier in the pattern list of the given PL), and

• Validity of the patterns used in the definition of mappings of the consequences function.

To validate the model of patterns and PLs which are specified using PSL and PLSL, we can
use the OCL constraints to enrich the ecore metamodel of these languages before generating their
plug-ins. Even though OCL supports complex invariants to query and validate the given models,
but due to the declarative and side-effect free nature of this language, it is unable to modify the
underlying model elements, if required. More importantly, feedbacks regarding the evaluation of the
OCL invariants are limited to the invariant name, the underlying element, and whether the invariant
is satisfied or not. Thus, the user must be an expert to understand the unsatisfied invariants upon
evaluating and executing the OCL invariants. In response to the stated drawbacks, our objective is
to enforce the expected constraints and validate the given PL and its patterns in the PSL and PLSL
languages through the use of the Epsilon languages instead of OCL [31].

For example, Listing 2 validates the uniqueness of the declared patterns and the initial pattern of
the language which must be declared in the patterns of the given PL.

// check the uniqueness of each pattern in the pattern language
for (p in plPatterns) {
if (not plPatterns.one(q | q = p)) {
("Pattern " + p + " is not declared uniquely!").println();
throw "Patterns of the pattern language are not unique!";

}
}
// check the validity of the init pattern
if (plInitPattern.exists(p | plPatterns.indexOf(p) < 0)) {
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for (i in plInitPattern.select(p | plPatterns.indexOf(p) < 0)) {
("In the " + plName + " pattern language (PL),").println();
(" the init pattern " + i +
" must be declared in the list of PL's patterns!").println();

throw "The init pattern is invalid!";
}

}

Listing 2: Validating the uniqueness of the declared patterns and the initial pattern in the EMF model
of the given PL

3.2. Step 2. Specification of the patterns of PL in the PSL language

Given a PL, all of its patterns must be specified using the PSL language. Using the automatically
generated Eclipse-based PSL Editor, the constituent patterns of the given PL are written and
validated in PSL language (Step 2 in Figure 1).

Even though PSL does not limit the number of nested quantifier formulas, currently implemented
PLVGen supports only one level of nesting. In other words, each quantifier formula can include
other quantifier formulas in its conditions, i.e., in the <q formula> in Listing 7, but these
quantifier formulas cannot include quantifiers anymore. Of course, the supported formula types
are adequate to specify the first-order logic predicates representing each pattern. Table III illustrates
the list of supported operations/functions by the PLVGen framework in PSL language. In fact, this
list corresponds to the defined induced/auxiliary functions in [42] which are classified into five
categories:

C1: Classifiers’ interrelationships

C2: Classifier

C3: Classifier’s operation/method

C4: Classifier’s attribute

C5: Method’s parameter

In addition to the displayed list in Table III, it is possible to use the set member-
ship predicates such as classifier name IN classes(), operation name() IN
opers(classifier name), attribute name IN attrs(classifier name), and
parameter name IN params(classifier name::operation name()) (see [42]
for more details).

Table III. Operations/functions in PSL which are supported by the PLVGen framework

Category Operation and description
C1 ‘associates’, ‘composes’, ‘depends’, ‘aggregates’, ‘inherits’, and ‘realizes’. These operations check to

see if there exists relations such as association, composition, dependency, aggregation, generalization,
or realization between the two given classifiers. For example, associates(Broker, Bridge).

C2 ‘subs’. Returns the subclasses of a given classifier. For example, subs(Broker).
C2 ‘isInterface’, ‘isAbstract’, ‘isLeaf’, and ‘isFinal’. These operations return true if the given classifier has

the appropriate property. For example, isAbstract(EventHandler).
C3 ‘isAbstract’, ‘isLeaf’, ‘isStatic’, ‘isQuery’, and ‘visibility’. These operations

return true if the given method has the appropriate property. For example,
visibility(Singleton::getInstance()) = public.

C4 ‘isStatic’, ‘isDerived’, ‘isDerivedUnion’, ‘isReadOnly, ‘visibility’, and ‘type’. These operations
return true if the given attribute of a classifier has the appropriate property. For example,
type(Account::id) = String.

C5 ‘type’ and ‘direction’. These operations return true if the given parame-
ter of a method in a classifier has the appropriate property. For example,
direction(Singleton::getInstance()#instance) = return.
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3.3. Step 3. Specification of PL in the PLSL language

Given a PL, it must be specified in PLSL. Using the automatically generated Eclipse-based PLSL
Editor, the given PL is written and validated in the PLSL language (Step 3 in Figure 1).

3.4. Step 4. Automatic generation of a UML profile and a PLV for the given PL

The last step of the PLVGen framework, i.e., the Step 4 in Figure 1, generates a UML profile as well
as a PLV for the given PL. On applying the PL, the UML profile will be used by the designer to
select his/her in mind pattern by the stereotypes representing the pattern names and the constituent
elements of each pattern, i.e., classifiers, classifier attributes, and classifier operations. The PLV,
as another artifact of the Step 4 in Figure 1, is automatically generated by using the model-to-
text generation features of the Epsilon languages, here EOL and EGL. Actually, the PLV is an
EVL module. This step is the main step of the presented PLVGen framework. Section 3.4.1 and
Section 3.4.2 explain the generation process in more detail.

3.4.1. Generating a UML profile representing the given PL Inspired by the idea of pattern’s “sign”
[56] which is used to discriminate the applied patterns of a given PL in a UML model, here we utilize
the provided features of EOL and EGL to query the EMF models of the given PL and its patterns
(which are specified in PLSL and PSL, respectively). These models must be selected during the
launch configuration of the EGL template of the PLV generator. Therefore, the UML profile model
of the given PL is generated automatically. This profile will contain the stereotypes of the constituent
elements of each pattern, e.g., classifiers, methods, and attributes. The generated UML profile of the
given PL will be deployed as an Eclipse plug-in. We have used the UML Designer 6.0 tool‖ to
produce this plug-in and tested it in the Eclipse Mars.2 Release.

3.4.2. Generating an EVL module representing the PLV We use EOL and EGL to automatically
generate an EVL module which plays the role of the PLV. The generated module will be used by
the designer to interactively validate the applied PL on a design model. This module is generated by
following a preprocessing step and the two phases I and II which are demonstrated in the Algorithms
1 and 2, respectively.

The PLV generation preprocessing step:

1. Validate the input models including the EMF models of the given PL and its patterns, i.e.,
whether they conform to the PLSL and PSL metamodels or not.

2. Validate the uniqueness of the patterns of the PL (and match them with their corresponding
models), the init pattern, the patterns’ interrelationships, and the consequences of applying
patterns, if provided.

3. Fetch the EMF models of the patterns and reorder them based on their application ordering in
the PL using the succ function (see Table II).

Algorithm 1 generates the UML profile representing each pattern name and the components of
each pattern in the given PL as well as the pre-block of the generated EVL module. To do this, it
queries and parses the instances of pattern model (for each loop in lines 3–28) then updates the
UML profile to include the stereotypes of pattern name (lines 6–8); pattern components (for each
loop in lines 10–26) including the classifier names (lines 11–13); each classifier’s operation/method
names, if any (for each loop in lines 15–19); and, each classifier’s attribute names, if any (for
each loop in lines 21–24). The stereotypes representing the pattern components, i.e., the classifier
names as well as the names of operations and attributes of each classifier, are declared in the pre-
block of the generated EVL module (line 27). These stereotypes will be used to match the instance

‖http://www.umldesigner.org
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Algorithm 1 PLV Generator (phase I)
1: evlModule.out(‘pre {’) // create the pre-block of the generated EVL module
2: // iterate over the EMF models of patterns
3: for each pattern ∈ patternModels do
4: Query and parse the instances of the pattern model
5: // update the UML profile
6: if pattern.name.asStereotype() /∈ profile
7: profile.add(pattern.name.asStereotype())
8: end if
9: // iterate over the pattern components

10: for each class ∈ pattern.components.classifier do
11: if class.name.asStereotype() /∈ profile
12: profile.add(class.name.asStereotype())
13: end if
14: // iterate over the classifier’s operation names
15: for each op ∈ class.operations do
16: if op.name.asStereotype() /∈ profile
17: profile.add(op.name.asStereotype())
18: end if
19: end for
20: // iterate over the classifier’s attribute names
21: for each attr ∈ class.attributes do
22: if attr.name.asStereotype() /∈ profile
23: profile.add(attr.name.asStereotype())
24: end if
25: end for
26: end for
27: evlModule.out(the stereotype declarations representing names of classifiers, operations, and attributes)
28: end for // next pattern model
29: evlModule.out(‘}’) // close the pre-block

objects and their properties in a design model with the corresponding contexts of the EVL module
to verify the required components and their properties of the applied pattern.

Here, there will be probably common named classifiers, operations, or attributes in different
patterns, for example the Client classifier in the Broker and Layers patterns in the Broker PL [46],
only one stereotype with the name Client will be created at all. Therefore, despite the multiplicity of
the Client contexts in the generated EVL module representing PLV, their involved invariants will be
guarded differently by enforcing the application of the pattern stereotype names on the underlying
classifiers as well. As a result, by applying the pattern stereotype names for the Client stereotyped
classifiers on a design model, those instances of Client contexts will be evaluated which their
invariant guards satisfy the application of the appropriate pattern stereotype names. This solution
applies to other constituent components of pattern too.

Algorithm 2 generates the contexts and their invariants in the EVL module representing the PLV.
To do this, first it queries and parses the instances of each pattern model, here the static conditions
including the simple, mixed, and quantifier formulas. Then, the corresponding invariants to enforce
these formulas are generated in the classifier contexts, i.e., the intra-classifier constraints (lines 4–8)
and the two Model context (first includes the inter-classifier constraints in lines 10–11 and second
includes the pattern interrelationship constraints in 14–16).

The time-complexity analysis of the preprocessing step and the mentioned algorithms shows
that the order is Θ(cnr) on the average case (since for each pattern, we explore the pattern
interrelationships to find the prerequisite patterns as well as the successor patterns), where n is
the number of patterns in the given PL, c is a coefficient which depends on other factors such as the
number of components as well as the types of the static and dynamic conditions of each pattern (for
example, a simple or quantifier formula), and r is the number of pattern interrelationships. More
importantly, the time complexity will be affected by the implementation techniques as well. For
example, whether one EGL template generates the EVL module of the PLV –which is our selected
approach here, see [44]– or the module is generated from merging the generated EVL modules
of the n EGX transformation rules corresponding to the number of patterns in the given PL (see
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Algorithm 2 PLV Generator (phase II)
1: // iterate over the EMF models of patterns
2: for each pattern ∈ patternModels do
3: Query and parse the static conditions in pattern model including simple, mixed, and quantifier formulas
4: for each class ∈ pattern.components.classifier do
5: evlModule.out(‘context’ + class.name + ‘{’)
6: // generate the constraints of classifiers’ contexts

• Classifier’s definition guarded by the satisfaction of the prerequisite patterns. To form the guard
expression, for patterns which ‘uses’ or ‘refines’ this pattern, make a conjunction from the the following
three satisfaction expressions:

– Disjunct the satisfaction constraints of those patterns which their relationship is not ‘competes’ or
‘conflicts’, i.e., at least one of these constraints must be satisfied,

– Exclusively enforce the constraint satisfaction of exactly one of those patterns which ‘conflict’
each other, and

– Make disjoint partitions of the satisfaction constraints of those patterns which ‘competes’ with
each other and make a disjunction satisfaction expression from at least one pattern application
satisfaction from each partition.

• Classifier’s required properties, if any

• Classifier’s required operations, attributes, and their properties, if any

• Each operation’s parameter properties, if any

7: evlModule.out(‘}’) // close the classifier context
8: end for // the next classifier context
9: // generate the constraints of the first Model context including:

10: evlModule.out(‘context Model {’)
• Required components of the pattern including classes and interfaces, guarded by the prerequisite patterns

similar to the classifiers’ contexts

• Required classifiers’ interrelationships of the pattern

• Simple and mixed formulas, if any

• Quantifier formulas, if a quantifier formula has a nested quantifier then generate an operation representing
the inner quantifier formula and put the operation call stub in place of the inner quantifier formula

11: evlModule.out(‘}’) // close the first Model context
12: end for // next pattern model
13: // generate the constraints of the second Model context
14: evlModule.out(‘context Model {’)
15: Validate the applied patterns’ interrelationships guarded by a binary expression of the satisfaction constraints of the

related patterns with connectives:

• ‘and’ for ‘uses’ and ‘refines’ relations;

• ‘or’, for ‘competes’ relation; and,

• ‘xor’ for ‘conflicts’ relation.

16: evlModule.out(‘}’) // close the second Model context

Section 2.2.2 for more details on splitting a single EGL template to a number of EGX transformation
rules). By examining the statistics regarding the generated PLVs for the Broker [46] and PofEAA
[16], the immediate conclusion will be the scalability of our approach (see Section 4.4).

Generating and importing the invariants representing the UML semantic constraints as a
separate EVL module As stated in Section 2.2.1, applying the generated PLVs in practice will
require the satisfaction of the invariants representing the UML semantic constraints. For example,
each defined class on a UML model must be exclusively abstract or final. These invariants as the
first-order logic predicates are specified in the USCS language exactly the same as the specification
of the static/dynamic conditions of each pattern. So, for the sake of existing commonalities between
the USCS specifications and patterns, this language is developed much the same way as the PSL
language. As a result, the invariants representing the UML semantic constraints which are generated
automatically in umlSemantics.evl module will be imported into the generated EVL module,
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i.e., the PLV, in order to be validated on the design model. Appendix C.4 presents more information
about the USCS language and generating the umlSemantics.evl module.

Table IV displays a summary of the statistics of the source code implementing the PLV generator.
Here, for the sake of brevity, we left-out the complete listings of source code. See [44] to find more
information about how to configure and run the PLV generator as well as the source code listings.

Table IV. Summary of the statistics of the PLV generator

File Lines
of code

Description

lib.egl 4000 Includes the library functions/operations which is imported by the
plvGen.egl and umlSemConsGen.egl templates.

plvGen.egl 4600 The generator of the given PL’s UML profile and the EVL module representing
the PLVs.

umlSemConsGen.egl 1300 The generator of the umlSemantics.evlmodule which validates the UML
semantic constraints. The umlSemantics.evl module is imported by the
generated EVL module representing the PLVs.

lib.evl 1900 Includes the library functions/operations which is imported by the generated
EVL module representing the PLVs.

4. EVALUATING THE PLVGEN FRAMEWORK

To present a road map for using PLVGen in practice, first we selected the Broker PL [46] since
its structure, i.e., its patterns and their interrelationships as well as the consequences of patterns
completely match with the requirements of a PL that we aim at feeding into PLVGen as an input. In
other words, the Broker PL conforms to our presented formalism of a PL [42], i.e., we can specify
this language and its patterns exactly with PLSL and PSL, respectively. Second, the PofEAA PL
[16] is selected to illustrate how we can adapt a sample PL and its patterns to conform with the
specification of PLSL and PSL, respectively. This language, in its original form, has the pattern-
layer relationships that are not allowed in PLSL. So, we modify the language to restrict its pattern
interrelationships to pattern–pattern only. And as a third and last case study, we generated a PLV
for a security PL [15]. The main reason which motivates us to select this language is the usage
of the ‘refines’ relation in its pattern interrelationships. This relation is not used in the Broker and
PofEAA PLs. As a result, we are able to test all of the four kinds of pattern interrelationships in
the generated PLVs. More importantly, the constituent patterns of these languages, i.e., the Broker,
PofEAA, and the Security PLs have been specified in the UML class diagrams which are required
to specify patterns in PSL.

In the following, first we present the mentioned three case studies in Sections 4.1–4.3, to evaluate
the applicability and functionality of the PLVGen framework in practice. Then, the statistics
regarding the generated PLVs are presented in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 illustrates the
generated PLVs in action.

4.1. Case I: Generating a PLV for the Broker PL

Here, a PLV is automatically generated for the Broker PL. The railroad diagram of this language
has been illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 5 demonstrates the required three steps (corresponding to the Steps 2–4 in the PLVGen
framework, Figure 1) to generate the Broker PLV. In Step 2, the constituent patterns of the Broker
PL are specified in PSL. Here, the specification of the Layers pattern [8] is illustrated as an example.
Figure 6 depicts the class diagram of this pattern. The Layers pattern is used to decompose a
large and complex monolithic system into layers. Since each layer can only use the provided
services of its underneath layer, the number of layers and their provided services must be selected
carefully. Listing 3 demonstrates the specification of the Layers pattern in PSL. See [43] to find the
specification of other patterns of the Broker PL.
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Figure 4. A sample PL to construct a broker in the concurrent and networked systems (adapted from [7])

ArtifactSub-processInputLegend: Framework Control flow
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Figure 5. The steps in generating a PLV for the Broker PL [46]
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Figure 6. The Layers pattern (revised from [8])
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components:
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{Client, Layer} SUBSETEQ classes();
service_request() IN opers(Client);
service() IN opers(Layer);

staticConditions:
// There must be at least two distinct layers
EXISTS L1, L2: Layer => L1 <> L2 ˆ
// Each client must have a dependency to one layer
FORALL C: Client => EXISTS L: Layer => depends(C, L) ˆ
// Each client must have a dependency to exactly one layer
FORALL C: Client => EXISTS L1, L2: Layer @
(depends(C, L1) ˆ depends(C, L2)) => L1 = L2 ˆ

// Each Layers pattern must have at least two layers
FORALL L2: Layer; C: Client @ ˜depends(C, L2) =>

(EXISTS L3: Layer => (L3 <> L2 ˆ depends(L2, L3)))

Listing 3: Specification of the Layers pattern in PSL

In Step 3, the Broker PL is specified in PLSL. Listing 4 demonstrates the specification of this
language.

PatternLanguageName: Broker
Patterns:

{Broker, Layers, WrapperFacade, Reactor, AcceptorConnector,
ComponentConfigurator, HalfSync_HalfAsync, LeaderFollowers,
MonitorObject, Strategy, AbstractFactory}

InitPattern:
Broker

Relationships:
Broker uses TRUE
Broker uses Layers
Layers uses WrapperFacade
Reactor competes LeaderFollowers
WrapperFacade uses Reactor
WrapperFacade uses LeaderFollowers
Reactor uses AcceptorConnector
LeaderFollowers uses AcceptorConnector
AcceptorConnector uses HalfSync_HalfAsync
AcceptorConnector uses Strategy
AcceptorConnector uses TRUE
HalfSync_HalfAsync uses MonitorObject
MonitorObject uses Strategy
MonitorObject uses TRUE
Strategy uses AbstractFactory
AbstractFactory uses ComponentConfigurator
ComponentConfigurator uses TRUE

/* Consequences function takes two patterns and returns two sets
* representing the benefits and liabilities respectively, regarding
* the application of the second pattern in the context of the first pattern */
ConseqsFunction:
(FALSE, Broker) -> {simplicity, modularity, encapsulation}, {}
(Broker, Layers) -> {encapsulation}, {performance}
(Layers, WrapperFacade) ->

{portability, testability, stability, encapsulation}, {}
(WrapperFacade, Reactor) ->

{flexibility, performance, encapsulation, transparency}, {}
(WrapperFacade, LeaderFollowers) -> {predictability}, {applicability}
(Reactor, AcceptorConnector) -> {encapsulation}, {complexity}
(LeaderFollowers, AcceptorConnector) -> {encapsulation}, {complexity}
(AcceptorConnector, HalfSync_HalfAsync) ->

{simplicity, performance, scalability}, {}
(AcceptorConnector, Strategy) -> {extendibility}, {performance}
(HalfSync_HalfAsync, MonitorObject) -> {availability}, {deadlock}
(MonitorObject, Strategy) -> {extendibility}, {performance}
(Strategy, AbstractFactory) -> {lowcoupling, flexibility, encapsulation}, {}
(AbstractFactory, ComponentConfigurator) -> {flexibility, availability}, {}

Listing 4: Specification of the Broker PL [7, 46] in PLSL

Finally, in Step 4, we configure and run the PLV generator, specifically the EGL file
plvGen.egl. First, we specify the file path of the generated EVL module which is the
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actual PLV. Second, we select the EMF models of the Broker PL and its patterns. Now, by
launching the plvGen.egl template, the UML profile representing the Broker PL as well as the
brokerPLV.evl module, i.e., the Broker PLV, are generated automatically. See [44] for more
information about how to configure and run the plvGen.egl template in order to automatically
generate the Broker PLV.

For more clarification, Figure 7 displays only the generated EVL contexts and their constraints
corresponding to the components and the static conditions of the Layers pattern specification in
Listing 3. These invariants are located in the generated EVL module, i.e., brokerPLV.evl
module representing the Broker PLV. See [44] to find the complete listings of the EVL invariants
representing the Broker PLV including patterns as well as the invariants which validate the patterns’
interrelationships.

In Appendix E.1, we present four examples to clarify the generated constraints representing
the quantifier formulas, the patterns’ prerequisites, the patterns’ interrelationships, and the UML
semantics.

4.2. Case II: Generating a PLV for the PofEAA PL

As stated in [42], the PofEAA PL [56] has classified the patterns’ interrelationships into two
categories: pattern-pattern and pattern-layer relationships. In other words, the language forces
applying three mandatory layers and also proposes five optional layers on each design model
which is built using the patterns of this language. Since the proposed formalism of a PL
in [42] restricts the patterns interrelationships to pattern-pattern only, we apply the Layers
pattern to remove the layering concept from the language. Therefore, by ignoring layers, we
augmented the patterns PresentationLayer, DomainLayer, DataSourceLayer, ConcurrencyLayer,
SessionStateLayer, BaseLayer, and DistributionLayer to the language which define a single
classifier with the same name of these patterns, respectively. As a result, these patterns by
limiting their related patterns provide the functionality of the language just as before. For
example, the applicable patterns of the PresentationLayer context will be limited to FrontController,
PageController, TemplateView, and TransformView (see Listing 5).

patternName: PresentationLayer
components:

PresentationLayer IN classes();
staticConditions:

/* Each PresentationLayer must reference a FrontController,
* PageController, TemplateView, or TransformView */

FORALL PL: PresentationLayer =>
(EXISTS FC: FrontController => depends(PL, FC) v

EXISTS PC: PageController => depends(PL, PC) v
EXISTS TV: TemplateView => depends(PL, TV) v

EXISTS T: TransformView => depends(PL, T))

Listing 5: Specification of the PresentationLayer pattern in PSL

It must be mentioned that we selected only 23 patterns of the PofEAA PL [16] similar to the
selection of [56] in the ArgoPLV construction. Figure 8 depicts the selected patterns of the PofEAA
PL. The dashed-line boxes represents the optional patterns of the language.

In addition, because the Service layer has only one pattern underneath, we ignored the layer.
Listing 9 in Appendix C.3 demonstrates the adapted and modified PofEAA PL [16] specification in
PLSL.

4.3. Case III: Generating a PLV for the Security PL

Here a security PL [15] with five patterns is presented as a third case study. As stated earlier,
this language uses ‘refines’ relation in its pattern interrelationships. Figure 9 demonstrates the
constituent patterns and their interrelationships of the language. The Layers pattern is the init
pattern. In the context of this pattern, either the Authorization pattern or the Multilevel Security
pattern can be applied. In other words, the two patterns compete with each other. Also, the File
Authorization and Role Based Access Control patterns are special cases of the Authorization pattern,
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i.e., refine that pattern. Listing 6 illustrates the PL specification in PLSL. For the sake of brevity,
we do not present the consequences of patterns here. See [44] to find the complete listings of the
constituent patterns of this language in PSL.
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Figure 7. Matching the components and the static conditions of the Layers pattern specification with the
generated EVL contexts and constraints
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DistributionLayer

FrontController PageController TemplateView TransformView

TransactionScript DomainModel TableModule

TableDataGateway RowDataGateway ActiveRecord DataMapper

OptimisticOfflineLock PessimisticOfflineLock

ClientSessionState ServerSessionState

LayerSupertype Money RecordSet Gateway Mapper

RemoteFacade DataTransferObject

FALSE

TRUE

Figure 8. Selected patterns of the PofEAA PL (adapted and modified from [16])

PatternLanguageName: Security
Patterns:

{Layers, Authorization, FileAuthorization, MultilevelSecurity,
RoleBasedAccessControl}

InitPattern:
Layers

Relationships:
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Layers uses Authorization
Layers uses MultilevelSecurity
Authorization competes MultilevelSecurity
MultilevelSecurity uses TRUE
RoleBasedAccessControl refines Authorization
FileAuthorization refines Authorization
FileAuthorization competes RoleBasedAccessControl
RoleBasedAccessControl uses TRUE
FileAuthorization uses TRUE

Listing 6: Specification of the Security PL [15] in PLSL

4.4. Statistical analysis of case studies

In this section, the statistics regarding the generated PLVs for the three case studies, i.e., the Broker
PL [46], PofEAA PL [16], and Security PL [15], are presented. Table V compares the measured
statistics regarding the three generated PLVs (see Appendix D for more details). The generation
times are captured by enabling the profiling feature of the Epsilon language on a system with 3GB
usable main memory and a 2.53 GHz CPU. As Table V illustrates, the generation time has a direct
relation with the generated lines of source code for the three PLVs (see [44] for more information
about how to configure and run the PLV generator).

Table V. Summary of the statistics for the three generated PLVs

Measure Security PLV Broker PLV PofEAA PLV
Number of pattern invariants 132 276 203
Number of pattern interrelationships invariants 9 17 71
Lines of EVL source code 3200 5300 6500
PLV generation time on the average (s) 123 170 185

4.5. The generated PLVs in action

In this section, to clarify the application of PLVs in practice, we apply the Broker PL to develop
a design model of an extensible ORB framework named TAO [46]. To verify the applied PL,
we will use the generated Broker PLV in Section 4.1. So, first we install the UML profile plug-
in which has been generated for the Broker PL in Section 4.1. Then, we configure the Broker
PLV, i.e., brokerPLV.evl module, by selecting the design model, here TAOModel in the launch
configuration.

Layers

FALSE

TRUE

Authorization

Role Based 

Access Control

File 

Authorization

Multilevel 

Security

Figure 9. A security PL (adapted from [15])
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The sequence of patterns 〈Broker, Layers, Wrapper Facade, Reactor,
Acceptor Connector, Leader/Followers, Strategy, Abstract Factory,
Component Configurator〉must be applied one after another to complete the design of TAO.

The pattern which must be applied first is the init pattern of the language, i.e., the Broker pattern.
We apply the stereotypes BrokerPattern and Broker to a classifier of TAOModel which
will play the role of a Broker classifier in the Broker pattern. Figure 10 displays launching the
Broker PLV. As figure illustrates, the PLV checks the BrokerPattern and Broker stereotyped
classifier and validates the init pattern, here Broker. As a result, through the Validate view, it suggests
to rectify the missed elements of this pattern, i.e., the required classifiers, operations, etc. See
Appendix F for more steps to complete the design of the TAOModel.

5. DISCUSSION

As stated in related works (see Section 2.1), only the work that considers the verification of a PL
application in general and the patterns’ interrelationships in particular on a design model, is the
ArgoPLV work by Zamani and Butler [56]. Hence, a comparison is performed in the following
between the development approach of the proposed PLVGen framework and ArgoPLV as well as
the capabilities of generated PLVs of PLVGen and ArgoPLV:

Scope of the applicability: As stated throughout this paper, PLVGen is a PLV generator, i.e., it
generates a PLV for a given PL assuming that the PL and its patterns are specified using
PLSL and PSL, respectively. In contrast, the ArgoPLV is a single purpose PLV which only
verifies the application of the PofEAA PL [16].

Development approach and portability: ArgoPLV [56] has been developed by a grammarware
approach inspired by the idea of a typical programming language compiler [5]. The rules
regarding the pattern structures, the patterns’ interrelationships and the semantics of patterns
are extracted from the descriptions of the patterns [16]. These rules, exploiting the critique
feature of the ArgoUML tool, are hardcoded to three modules derived from the lexical,
syntactic, and semantic analyzers of a compiler. In addition, since ArgoPLV has utilized
the built-in features of ArgoUML, e.g., critiques and wizards, it is not easily portable to
other platforms. In contrast, the development approach of the proposed PLVGen has two
folds. On the one hand, in the early stage of formalizing the patterns of a given PL [42]
(Figure 1, Steps I and II), it utilizes a grammar notation named the revised and extended
GEBNF to provide a formal basis for the pattern specification scheme. On the other hand,
by transforming the formal model of the pattern specification scheme to EBNF and using the
Xtext parser generator tool to develop PSL and PLSL (Figure 1, Step 1), it switches from the
grammarware approach to the metamodeling approach. In other words, any specified PL and
its patterns in PLSL and PSL must conform to their ecore metamodels which are generated
automatically by the Xtext tool. PLVGen, using the Epsilon language which supports model-
management languages such as EOL, EGL, and EVL, checks and validates the provided EMF
model of the given PL and its patterns then automatically generates the PL verification module
which is an EVL module. The constituent parts of the PLVGen framework can be deployed
to any platform which has installed an Eclipse distribution as well as the Epsilon language
tool suite. Of course, the generated EVL module of the PLV can be executed stand-alone
with Java if configured appropriately. Also, it is possible to integrate this module with the
designer’s chosen Integrated-Development Environment (IDE)∗∗.

Classification of rules: ArgoPLV classifies the rules of patterns into the structural, syntactic, and
semantic rules. Then, it implements the extracted rules by utilizing the built-in critique feature
of ArgoUML. In contrast, the PLVGen framework has no rule classification. Through the

∗∗https://www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/articles/evl-gmf-integration/
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Figure 10. Broker PLV in action (snapshot I, applying the Broker pattern and its constituent components
including operations, classes, interfaces, and the relationships of inter-classifiers)
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plvGen.egl PLV generator (Step 4 in Figure 1), it parses the specification of the patterns
of the given PL, the components and static conditions, and then generates the invariants
corresponding to them. Therefore, one of the main sources of ambiguity in classifying rules
in ArgoPLV, for example, either a rule is syntactic or semantic [55], is transparently resolved
in the proposed PLVGen framework.

Verification approach: On verifying the patterns’ interrelationships such as “Pattern A uses
Pattern B”, ArgoPLV has problem to determine clearly the initiator of the verification, i.e.,
which one of the patterns A or B must do the verification. This kind of issues are resolved
in PLVGen by applying the verification of patterns’ interrelationships concurrently with the
verification of individual patterns. In other words, the patterns are applied based on the
ordering that is enforced by the given PL. Once the application of the patterns A and B are
verified on the design model, the constraint of these patterns’ interrelationship, here “uses” is
triggered and evaluated on the model context.

User interaction: Exploiting the built-in features of the ArgoUML, ArgoPLV provides a user-
friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the designer to select and apply the patterns of
PofEAA PL, assuming that the designer has the correct knowledge of the appropriate pattern
selection. In addition, using the PLA module and considering the environmental conditions
such as the domain complexity, programming language, level of proficiency of the designer,
ArgoPLV proposes some appropriate patterns for the designer. However, it verifies the applied
pattern just after a pattern is selected and applied by the designer. In contrast, since the
Epsilon languages do not support GUI development features, the generated PLVs of the
current PLVGen framework are not user-friendly enough. However, the appropriate patterns
for the current context of the model under design are interactively displayed to the designer
by evaluating the EVL invariants of generated PLVs. Hence, by following the recommended
patterns of the PL (without any knowledge of patterns and pattern names) the designer is able
to complete the design incrementally. Due to the fact that, EVL does not support displaying the
multiline messages on the blocks of invariant messages, in circumstances where the invariant
message is too lengthy, by displaying the appropriate context-aware messages, we refer the
designer from the Validation view to the Console view for more information. Therefore, one
of the next steps on upgrading the proposed PLVGen would be developing a more transparent
and user-friendly GUI.

Manual/automatic code-generation: ArgoPLV has been developed manually by hard-coding the
rules representing pattern structures, pattern interrelationships, and pattern semantics into the
ArgoUML modeling tool. In contrast, the proposed PLVGen framework exploits the automatic
code generation of the modeling tools such as the Xtext parser generator and the Epsilon
languages to generate the following artifacts:

1. An Eclipse-based plug-in to write and validate the applications of the revised and
extended GEBNF [42] by the Xtext parser generator tool,

2. A UML profile representing the constituent patterns of the given PL and their elements
by EGL,

3. PSL and PLSL to write and validate the specification of patterns and PLs by the Xtext
parser generator tool and the model management features of the EOL [31], and

4. The EVL module of the PLV to verify the application of a given PL by EOL and EGL.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented a framework called PLVGen. This framework is developed by the following three
steps which makes it possible to generate a PLV for any given PL assuming that its patterns are
represented in UML class diagrams (these steps are based on our previous work, the formalism of
patterns and PLs):
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1. Specifying patterns of the given PL in PSL,

2. Specifying the given PL in PLSL, and

3. Generating automatically a PLV plus a UML profile for the PL using EOL and EGL.

In a simple statement, the PLVGen, first queries and parses the EMF models of the given PL and
its constituent patterns in order to validate their conformance with PLSL and PSL, respectively. Then
it generates a UML profile representing the given PL as well as an EVL module which includes the
invariants representing the specification of the given PL. Indeed, the generated EVL module plays
the role of a PLV for the given PL.

To evaluate the applicability and functionality of the PLVGen framework in practice, we presented
three case studies to generate three PLVs for the Broker PL and the PofEAA PL. Perhaps the main
obstacle regarding the usage of PLVGen in practice will be the requirement of familiarity of its
user with the first order logic predicates on specifying the patterns of the given PL in PSL. Another
restriction of PLVGen comes back to the structure of the constituent patterns of the given PL to the
framework which must be in the UML class diagrams. Since most of the pattern catalogs and PLs
have been documented in prose texts in the literature, the task of translating PLs into the clear and
unambiguous UML class diagrams as a requirement for the usage of PLVGen can be tedious and
error-prone as well. Also, capturing the pattern interrelationships and pattern consequences from
the patterns and PL resources is not straightforward task which make hard the PLSL specification of
the given PL. As a result, currently the mentioned drawbacks may restrict the PLVGen usage for the
large collection of patterns, i.e., PLs with huge number of patterns and pattern interrelationships.

Compared with the ArgoPLV tool, which verifies only the applied patterns of the PofEAA PL
on a design model, the PLVGen framework is not bounded to a specific PL and is able to generate
a PLV for any given PL. I.e., given the specification of a PL and its patterns in PSL and PLSL,
respectively, the framework is able to generate a PLV for the given PL automatically. The PLV
generator, which is an EGL template, is hard-coded manually which first queries and parses the
instances of the EMF models by the EOL statements, then generates the EVL invariants representing
the components and the static conditions of each pattern, and finally generates the invariants which
validates the patterns’ interrelationships of the given PL. Since currently there is no support of code
assistance in the Epsilon language editors –for example, displaying the defined properties of a given
type– developing the EGL template, the generator of the EVL module (which is the actual PLV), is
tedious and time-consuming as well.

Moreover, since the EPL language is able to specify single patterns as well, this language
instead of generating an EVL module representing PLV for the given PL, can be assessed to
replace/complement EVL.

It should be noted that we do not provide the verification of the dynamic conditions of patterns
in the implemented framework. In the next step, we aim to also provide support for the dynamic
conditions of patterns. Also, we think developing a unified IDE for the current PLVGen framework
with a user-friendly GUI to generate and apply a PLV of a given PL will have an invaluable
contribution.

A. THE Z ALGEBRAIC NOTATION

Table VI displays a summary of the used Z algebraic notation in our presented definitions. For more
detail, see [53].

B. FORMAL SEMANTICS OF PATTERNS’ INTERRELATIONSHIPS

Given two related patterns p and q of a PL named Lplname and the interrelationship of patterns, r, the
Pred(r) which is defined as below, must be satisfied in the design model m, i.e., m |= Pred(r) (here,
Vars(p) denotes the components of pattern p; and, Spec(p) denotes the specification of pattern p,
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Table VI. Z algebraic notation, X and Y are sets of elements here [42]

Notation Description
PX The power set of elements which are drawn from the set X.
f : X 7→ Y f is a partial function which maps some of the elements of the domain X to the

range Y .
f : X → Y f is a total function which maps all of the elements of the domain X to the range

Y , i.e, dom f = X.
seq X A finite sequence of elements drawn from the set X, i.e., seq X == {s : N 7 7→ X |

∃ n : N • dom s = 1 . . n}.
iseq X A finite injective sequence of elements drawn from the set X, i.e., iseq X == {s :

seqX | s ∈ N� X}.

i.e., the intersection of the static and dynamic conditions of pattern p corresponding to the structural
and behavioural properties) [42]:

∀ p, q : Pattern; r : Relationship; m : UMLModel |
p ∈ P ∧ q ∈ P ∧ (p, r, q) ∈ R ∧ q ∈ succ(p) •

r = uses⇒ m |= (Spec(p) ∧ Spec(q) ∧
∃ s : Vars(p); t : Vars(q) • ∀ vp ∈ s⇒
∃ vq ∈ t • depends(vp, vq) ∧ ¬ depends(vq, vp)) ∨

// Conformance of a design model to p uses q
r = refines⇒ m |= (Spec(p)⇒ Spec(q)) ∨

// Conformance of a design model to p implies
// its conformance to q, i.e., refines ≡4

r = conflicts⇒ m |= ((Spec(p) ∧ Spec(q))⇒ false) ∨
// Conformance of a design model to both of
// p and q implies False statement,
//i.e., a contradiction

r = competes⇒ m |= (Spec(p) ∨ Spec(q) ∨ Spec(p ∗ q))
// Conformance of a design model to
// p or q, or a compositions of p and q

C. THE SUPPLEMENT MATERIALS REGARDING THE PSL, PLSL, AND USCS
LANGUAGES

C.1. The PSL concrete syntax

The complete listings of PSL concrete syntax is displayed in Listing 7.

psl_concrete_syntax ::=
(<comment>)*
'patternName:' <pattern_name>
'components:'

((<comment>)?
(

<classifier_name> 'IN' 'classes' '(' ')' |
'{' <classifier_name> (',' <classifier_name>)* '}'

'SUBSETEQ' 'classes' '(' ')' |
<operation_name> '(' (<param_name> (',' <param_name>)*)? ')'

'IN' 'opers' '(' <classifier_name> ')' |
'{' <operation_name> '(' (<param_name> (',' <param_name>)*)? ')'

(',' <operation_name> '(' (<param_name>
(',' <param_name>)*)? ')')* '}'

'SUBSETEQ' 'opers' '(' <classifier_name> ')' |
<attribute_name> 'IN' 'attrs' '(' <classifier_name> ')' |
'{' <attribute_name> (',' <attribute_name>)* '}'

'SUBSETEQ' 'attrs' '(' <classifier_name> ')'
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) (';')?
)+

'staticConditions:' ((<comment>)? <formula> ('ˆ')?)*
'dynamicConditions:' ((<comment>)? <formula> ('ˆ')?)*

<formula> ::= ('˜')? ( <simple_formula> | <quant_formula> |
'(' <mixed_formula> ')')

<simple_formula> ::= <var_name> <comparison_operator>
(<var_name> | <bool_val> | <int_val> | '*')) |

'{' <var_name> (',' <var_name>)* '}' 'SUBSETEQ' <set_type>) |
<var_name> 'IN' <set_type> |
<function_name> '(' (<param> (',' <param>)*)? ')'

(<comparison_operator>
(<bool_val> | <visibility_kind> | <direction_kind> |

<int_val> | <class_name> | <operation_name> '(' ')' |
<property_name> | <lifeline_name> | <message_name> |
<param_name> | '*' |
<function_name> '(' (<param> (',' <param>)*)? ')'

)
)?

<quant_formula> ::= ('FORALL' | 'EXISTS')
<var_name> (',' <var_name>)* ':' <var_type>

(';' <var_name> (',' <var_name>)* ':' <var_type>)*
('|' <q_formula>)? ('@' <q_formula> )?

('=>' | '<=>') (<q_formula>)
<q_formula> ::= ('˜')? (<simple_formula> | <quant_formula> |

'(' <mixed_formula> ')')
<mixed_formula> ::= <formula> (('v' <formula>)* | ('ˆ' <formula>)*)
<visibility_kind> ::= 'public' | 'private' | 'protected' | 'package'
<direction_kind> ::= 'in' | 'inout' | 'out' | 'return'
<bool_val> ::= 'true | 'false'
<function_name> ::= 'calls' | 'precedes' | 'subs' | 'name' | 'c' |

'sig' | 'msgs' | 'sender' | 'receiver' | 'classes' | 'lifeline' |
'opers' | 'attrs' | 'params' | 'associates' | 'composes' | 'depends' |
'aggregates' | 'inherits' | 'realizes' | 'isInterface' | 'isAbstract' |
'isAssocClass' | 'isCDR' | 'visibility' | 'type' | 'mult' | 'default' |
'isDerived' | 'isReadOnly' | 'isDerivedUnion' | 'lower' | 'upper' |
'isLeaf' | 'isStatic' | 'isFinal' | 'isQuery' | 'direction'

<var_type> ::= 'Boolean' | 'Integer' | 'String' | 'Class' |
<classifier_name> | 'Interface' | 'Operation' | 'Property' |
'Lifeline' | 'Message' | 'Parameter' |
<function_name> '(' (<param> (',' <param>)*)? ')'

<param> ::= <var_name> // a classifier name, for example
('::' // helps to specify a classifier's operations/attributes

(<operation_name> '(' ')' | // operation/method of a classifier
<attribute_name>) // attribute of a classifier
('#' <param_name>))? // parameter of an operation/method

// in a classifier

Listing 7: The concrete syntax of PSL

C.2. The PLSL concrete syntax

Given a PL, it must conform to the syntax of PLSL. The concrete syntax of this language is
demonstrated in Listing 8.
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plsl_concrete_syntax ::= 'PatternLanguageName:' <patternlanguage_name>
'Patterns:' '{' <pattern_name> (',' <pattern_name>)* '}'
'InitPattern:' <pattern_name>
'Relationships:' (<pattern_name>

('uses' | 'refines' | 'competes' | 'conflicts') <pattern_name>)*
'ConseqsFunction:' ( '(' <pattern_name> ',' <pattern_name> ')' '->'

'{' (<benefit_consequence> (',' <benefit_consequence>)*)? '}',
'{' (<liability_consequence> (',' <liability_consequence>)*)? '}')*

Listing 8: The concrete syntax of PLSL

C.3. Specification of the PofEAA PL in PLSL

For the sake of brevity, here we intentionally ignored the declaration of the consequences of applying
patterns on each other contexts.

PatternLanguageName: PofEAA
Patterns:
{PresentationLayer, FrontController, PageController, TemplateView, TransformView,

ServiceLayer, DomainLayer, TransactionScript, DomainModel, TableModule,
DataSourceLayer, TableDataGateway, RowDataGateway, ActiveRecord, DataMapper,
ConcurrencyLayer, OptimisticOfflineLock, PessimisticOfflineLock,
SessionStateLayer, ClientSessionState, ServerSessionState,
BaseLayer, LayerSupertype, Money, RecordSet, Gateway, Mapper,
DistributionLayer, RemoteFacade, DataTransferObject}

InitPattern:
PresentationLayer

Relationships:
PresentationLayer uses FrontController, PresentationLayer uses PageController
FrontController competes PageController, FrontController uses TemplateView
FrontController uses TransformView, PageController uses TemplateView
PageController uses TransformView, TemplateView competes TransformView
TemplateView uses ServiceLayer, TransformView uses ServiceLayer
TemplateView uses DomainLayer, TransformView uses DomainLayer
PageController uses DomainLayer, FrontController uses DomainLayer
ServiceLayer uses DomainLayer, DomainLayer uses TransactionScript
DomainLayer uses DomainModel, DomainLayer uses TableModule
TransactionScript competes DomainModel, DomainModel competes TableModule
TransactionScript uses DataSourceLayer, DomainModel uses DataSourceLayer
TableModule uses DataSourceLayer, DataSourceLayer uses TableDataGateway
DataSourceLayer uses RowDataGateway, DataSourceLayer uses ActiveRecord
DataSourceLayer uses DataMapper, TableDataGateway conflicts RowDataGateway
ActiveRecord conflicts DataMapper, TableDataGateway uses TRUE
RowDataGateway uses TRUE, ActiveRecord uses TRUE, DataMapper uses TRUE
DataSourceLayer uses TRUE, TableDataGateway uses ConcurrencyLayer
RowDataGateway uses ConcurrencyLayer, ActiveRecord uses ConcurrencyLayer
DataMapper uses ConcurrencyLayer, ConcurrencyLayer uses OptimisticOfflineLock
ConcurrencyLayer uses PessimisticOfflineLock,
OptimisticOfflineLock conflicts PessimisticOfflineLock
OptimisticOfflineLock uses TRUE, PessimisticOfflineLock uses TRUE
OptimisticOfflineLock uses SessionStateLayer
PessimisticOfflineLock uses SessionStateLayer
SessionStateLayer uses ClientSessionState
SessionStateLayer uses ServerSessionState
ClientSessionState conflicts ServerSessionState
ClientSessionState uses TRUE, ServerSessionState uses TRUE
ClientSessionState uses BaseLayer, ServerSessionState uses BaseLayer
BaseLayer uses LayerSupertype, BaseLayer uses Money
BaseLayer uses RecordSet, BaseLayer uses Gateway
BaseLayer uses Mapper, LayerSupertype uses DistributionLayer
Money uses DistributionLayer, RecordSet uses DistributionLayer
Gateway uses DistributionLayer, Mapper uses DistributionLayer
LayerSupertype uses TRUE, Money uses TRUE
RecordSet uses TRUE, Gateway uses TRUE, Mapper uses TRUE,
DistributionLayer uses RemoteFacade, DistributionLayer uses DataTransferObject
RemoteFacade uses TRUE, DataTransferObject uses TRUE

Listing 9: Specification of the PofEAA PL [16] in PLSL
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Specification
comment : EString

SetInclusion
head : EString
comma : EString
tail : EString
subset : EString

SetMembership
member : EString
in : EString

Type
basic : EString
ps : EString
cid : EString

Constraint
comment : EString

FuncInclusion
f : EString
op : EString

Param
cid : EString
fi : EString
aid : EString
paramid : EString

RangeType
bool : EString
vk : EString
dk : EString
int : EInt
star : EString
cid : EString
basic : EString

Formula
neg : EString
lp : EString
rp : EString

QuantFormula
suchThat : EString
atSign : EString
conseq : EString

QFormula

MixedFormula
or : EString
and : EString

Quantifier
forall : EString
exists : EString

QTypes
semicolon : EString

VarType
header : EString
colon : EString
trailer : EString

SimpleFormula
op : EString

RHSOperand
cid : EString
fi : EString
bool : EString
int : EInt
star : EString

LHSOperand
cid : EString

Constraint 0..*

set

0..1

si 0..1

set

0..1

sm
0..1

fi 0..1

type

0..1

type 0..1

cons
0..1

params
0..*

value

0..1

fi

0..1

fi

0..1sf

0..1

qf
0..1

mf
0..1

f
0..1

lhs 0..1
orRHS 0..*

andRHS 0..*

q

0..1

types 0..1

st
0..1

at
0..1

consequent

0..1

head 0..1

tail

0..*

l 0..1

r 0..1

Figure 11. The USCS parser ecore metamodel

Similar to the generation of the Broker PLV, the PofEAA PLV is generated automatically
by configuring and running the plvGen.egl template. The generated PofEAA PLV can be
configured and used to verify a design model which is built by applying the patterns of this language.
Here, for the sake of brevity, we do not present the specification of the patterns of the PofEAA PL.
See [44] to find the specification of the PofEAA PL constituent patterns.

C.4. The USCS language

Figure 11 demonstrates the abstract syntax of the USCS language. Each USCS specification will
include zero/more constraints. Comparing with the PSL abstract syntax (Figure 2), we observe
that the USCS syntax is its proper subset. So, for the sake of brevity, we intentionally left-out the
description of the metamodel objects and the language concrete syntax here.

It must be mentioned that much like the development of the plvGen.egl template,
we developed the umlSemConsGen.egl template. This template parses the UML semantic
constraints in USCS format and automatically generate the umlSemantic.evl module
representing the UML semantic invariants. This is the module which is imported by the PLV in
order to validate its invariants on the design model. See [44] for more details on the generated
invariants representing the UML semantic constraints.

D. MORE STATISTICS REGARDING THE GENERATED THREE PLVs

Tables VII–IX demonstrate the number of generated invariants to validate each pattern of the PLs.
Each row of the tables displays the number of invariants regarding the stereotype and model contexts
of the corresponding pattern specification. For example, in case of the Layers pattern, as we can see
in Figure 7), there are 4 constraints in the two stereotype contexts Client and Layer while other
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constraints are evaluated in the Model context of the pattern representing EVL code. See [44] for
more details regarding the generated contexts and their involved constraints of the Broker, PofEAA,
and Security PLVs.

Table VII. Number of generated invariants for the Broker PL

Pattern Stereotype Context Model Context Total Constraints of Pattern
Broker 22 25 47
Layers 4 7 11
WrapperFacade 6 7 13
Reactor 14 8 22
LeaderFollowers 17 15 32
AcceptorConnector 31 19 50
HalfSync HalfAsync 13 8 21
Strategy 6 7 13
MonitorObject 14 12 26
AbstractFactory 7 11 18
ComponentConfigurator 14 9 23
Total 148 128 276

Table VIII. Number of generated invariants for the PofEAA PL

Pattern Stereotype Context Model Context Total Constraints of Pattern
PresentationLayer 1 3 4
FrontController 9 6 15
PageController 3 2 5
TemplateView 2 4 6
TransformView 2 2 4
DomainLayer 1 3 4
ServiceLayer 1 4 5
TransactionScript 1 3 4
DomainModel 1 4 5
TableModule 2 3 5
DataSourceLayer 1 3 4
TableDataGateway 5 3 8
RowDataGateway 7 4 11
ActiveRecord 5 3 8
DataMapper 5 4 9
ConcurrencyLayer 1 3 4
OptimisticOfflineLock 2 2 4
PessimisticOfflineLock 3 2 5
SessionStateLayer 1 3 4
ClientSessionState 2 2 4
ServerSessionState 6 2 8
BaseLayer 1 3 4
LayerSupertype 1 5 6
Money 3 3 6
RecordSet 4 10 14
Gateway 3 7 10
Mapper 2 5 7
DistributionLayer 1 3 4
RemoteFacade 6 6 12
DataTransferObject 6 8 14
Total 88 115 203

E. SOURCE CODES

E.1. The EVL code examples

It should be noted that, due to lack of space, we do not present the EGL templates which generate
the EVL codes (see [44] for the complete listings of the EGL templates and the generated EVL
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Table IX. Number of generated invariants for the Security PL

Pattern Stereotype Context Model Context Total Constraints of Pattern
Layers 4 7 11
Authorization 9 8 17
MultilevelSecurity 8 17 25
RoleBasedAccessControl 10 30 40
FileAuthorization 19 20 39
Total 50 82 132

+contextInterface()

Context

+algorithmInterface()

<<Interface>>
Strategy

+algorithmInteface()

ConcreteStrategy

strategy

Figure 12. The Strategy pattern (revised from [7, 18])

codes). In addition, the called operations of the presented examples from lib.evl module are
presented in Appendix E.2.

E.1.1. Example I: Quantifier formulas Quantifier formulas are used to define the required
structural/behavioral conditions of each pattern (see Appendix C.1 for more details). Here, as an
example, we use the Strategy pattern [18] to more clarify the usage of quantifier formulas. Figure 12
and Listing 10 display the class diagram of the Strategy pattern [18] and its specification in PSL,
respectively. Each interface Strategy must be realized by at least one non-abstract ConcreteStrategy
in this pattern. This condition will be enforced by a quantifier formula. Listing 11 displays the
generated EVL code which validates such condition. As shown in Listing 11, each quantifier
formula, which includes other inner quantifier formulas as well, uses a stub code of an operation
call to call, evaluate, and get the result of the inner formula’s evaluation by passing the main/outer
quantifier variables which are used as free variables in the inner quantifier formula, if any.
Listing 12 illustrates the inner formula’s representing operation which is called from the constraint
of the main/outer quantifier formula in Listing 11 to evaluate it on its context. The called EOL
operations from Listings 11 and 12, i.e., isInterface(), isAbstract(), and realizes() are presented in
Appendix E.2.

patternName: Strategy
components:

{Strategy, Context, ConcreteStrategy} SUBSETEQ classes();
contextInterface() IN opers(Context);
algorithmInterface() IN opers(Strategy);
algorithmInterface() IN opers(ConcreteStrategy);

staticConditions:
isInterface(Strategy) ˆ aggregates(Context, Strategy) ˆ
realizes(ConcreteStrategy, Strategy) ˆ
/* Each interface Strategy must be realized by
* at least one non-abstract ConcreteStrategy */

FORALL S: Strategy @ isInterface(S) =>
EXISTS CS: ConcreteStrategy => (˜isAbstract(CS) ˆ realizes(CS, S))

Listing 10: Specification of the Strategy pattern in PSL

context Model {
constraint StrategyPatternQuantifierFormula_No_ˆ3_MustBeSatisfied {
guard: (Strategy.all.exists(s |
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s.satisfies("StrategyPatternStrategyBaseInterfaceMustBeDefined")))
check {

for (S in Strategy.all)
if (self.isInterface(strategyPatternStereotype, S))
if (S.base_Classifier.isDefined())
if (self.Strategyˆ3_c0(S) = false)

{
return false;

}
return true;

}
message: "In Strategy pattern, each interface Strategy must be" +

" realized by at least one non-abstract ConcreteStrategy!"
}

}

Listing 11: The Strategy pattern’s quantifier formula constraint in EVL

// The inner formula,
// EXISTS CS: ConcreteStrategy => (˜isAbstract(CS) ˆ realizes(CS, S))
operation Model Strategyˆ3_c0(S: Strategy): Boolean {
for (CS in ConcreteStrategy.all)
if (CS.base_Classifier.isDefined())
if ((not(self.isAbstract(strategyPatternStereotype, CS, true)) and

self .realizes(strategyPatternStereotype, CS, S)))
{

return true;
}

return false;
}

Listing 12: The operation which implements the inner quantifier formula’s condition

E.1.2. Example II: Pattern prerequisites Each pattern of the given PL is allowed to apply only
when the constraints of its prerequisite patterns are satisfied on the model. Theses constraints are
extracted by examining the patterns’ interrelationships of the given PL. For example, to apply
the AcceptorConnector pattern in the Broker PL [46], its prerequisite patterns are Reactor
and LeaderFollowers which compete with each other as well (see Listing 4). Listing 13
demonstrates the evaluation of the prerequisite patterns to apply the AcceptorConnector pattern
on a design model (see [44] for the complete listings of constraints of the Connector context).

context Connector {
guard: (Model.all.exists(m |

m.satisfies("ReactorPatternHasBeenAppliedCorrectly")) or
Model.all.exists(m |

m.satisfies("LeaderFollowersPatternHasBeenAppliedCorrectly")))
constraint AcceptorConnectorPatternConnectorBaseClassifierMustBeDefined;
constraint AcceptorConnectorPatternDefinesConnect;
constraint AcceptorConnectorPatternDefinesHandleEvents;
constraint AcceptorConnectorPatternDefinesComplete;

}

Listing 13: Checking the prerequisite patterns of the AcceptorConnector pattern to apply it on
a design model in the Broker PL [46]

E.1.3. Example III: Patterns’ interrelationships On applying the patterns of a given PL, it
is required to validate the applied patterns’ interrelationships as well. We implemented the
popular patterns’ interrelationships, i.e., ‘uses’, ‘refines’, ‘competes‘, and ‘conflicts’, based-
on their formal semantics in [42]. To more clarify the implemented approach, we present a
sample constraint which validates the relationship, "OptimisticOfflineLock conflicts
PessimisticOfflineLock", on the application of the PofEAA PL [16]. Listing 14
demonstrates this constraint and the called operation (see Listing 9 for more details).
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context Model {
constraint OptimisticOfflineLockConflictsPessimisticOfflineLockInThePofEAAPL {
guard: Model.all.exists(m |

m.satisfies("OptimisticOfflineLockPatternHasBeenAppliedCorrectly"))
xor

Model.all.exists(m |
m.satisfies("PessimisticOfflineLockPatternHasBeenAppliedCorrectly"))

check {
if (self.conflicts(optimisticOfflineLockPatternStereotype,

pessimisticOfflineLockPatternStereotype)) {
("The relationship, " +

"OptimisticOfflineLock conflicts PessimisticOfflineLock, " +
"is justified.").println();

}
return self.conflicts(optimisticOfflineLockPatternStereotype,

pessimisticOfflineLockPatternStereotype);
}
message: "The relationship, OptimisticOfflineLock conflicts " +

"PessimisticOfflineLock, is not justified yet!"
}

}
operation Model conflicts(firstPatternST, secondPatternST: Stereotype) : Boolean
{
// get the source and target nodes, i.e., the constituent elements
// of the applied patterns
var firstPatternNodes: Sequence = self.ownedElements.select(c: Classifier |

c.getAppliedStereotypes().includes(firstPatternST));
var secondPatternNodes: Sequence = self.ownedElements.select(c: Classifier |

c.getAppliedStereotypes().includes(secondPatternST));
return (firstPatternNodes.size() > 0 xor secondPatternNodes.size() > 0);

}

Listing 14: Checking the ‘conflicts’ relationship between patterns OptimisticOfflineLock and
PessimisticOfflineLock on the application of PofEAA PL [16]

E.1.4. Example IV: The UML semantics As we mentioned earlier, the generated EVL module of the
PLV must import the constraints regarding the UML semantics. Here, one of the defined constraints
and its corresponding EVL constraint are presented (see [44] to find more constraints of the UML
semantics). For example, Listing 15 enforces each class to be exclusively abstract or final on a
design model (see [42] for more details). The generated EVL constraint to the mentioned UML
semantic constraint is demonstrated in Listing 16.

// Each class can be defined as an abstract or final exclusively
FORALL C: Class @ C IN classes() =>
((((˜isAbstract(C) ˆ isFinal(C)) v (isAbstract(C) ˆ ˜isFinal(C)))) v

(˜isAbstract(C) ˆ ˜isFinal(C)))

Listing 15: A UML semantic constraint in the USCS language which restricts each class to be
exclusively abstract or final

import "lib.evl"; // library operations and functions
context Model {
constraint QuantifierFormula_No_3_MustBeSatisfied {
check {
for (C in self.ownedElements.select(c | c.type.name = "Class").asSequence())
if (self.classSetMembership(C))
if (C.isDefined())
if ((((not(self.isAbstract(C, true)) and self.isFinal(C, true)) or
( self.isAbstract(C, true) and not(self.isFinal(C, true)))) or
(not(self.isAbstract(C, true)) and not(self.isFinal(C, true)))) = false)
{
return false;

}
return true;

}
message: "UML Semantics Violation: each class can " +
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"be defined as an abstract or final exclusively!"
}

}

Listing 16: The generated EVL constraint corresponding to the UML semantic constraint in
Listing 15

E.2. The EOL operations of the lib.evl module

Listings 17–19 demonstrate the operations which are called from the presented example in Listings
11 and 12 (see Section E.1.1). See [44] to find more operations of the lib.evl module.

// This operation checks whether or not the given classifier cls
// stereotyped with <<patternST>> in the Model context is interface
operation Model isInterface (patternST: Stereotype, cls: Any) : Boolean {
return self.ownedElements.exists(c: Classifier |

c.getAppliedStereotypes().includes(patternST) and
c.name = cls.base_Classifier.name and c.eClass.name = "Interface");

}

Listing 17: The isInterface() operation

// This operation checks whether or not the given classifier c
// stereotyped with <<patternST>> in the Model context is abstract
operation Model isAbstract(patternST: Stereotype,

c: Any, bool: Boolean): Boolean {
return c.base_Classifier.getAppliedStereotypes().includes(patternST) and

c.base_Classifier.isAbstract = bool;
}

Listing 18: The isAbstract() operation

// This operation checks whether or not the given classifier c1 realizes c2
operation Model realizes(c1, c2: Any, bool: Boolean) : Boolean {

if (bool) {
return self.realizes(c1, c2);

}
else {

return not self.realizes(c1, c2);
}

}
operation Model realizes(c1, c2: Any) : Boolean {

return InterfaceRealization.all.one(ir: InterfaceRealization |
ir.owner = c1 and ir.target.first = c2);

}

Listing 19: The realizes() operation

F. THE BROKER PLV IN ACTION: DESIGNING A TAOMODEL

As stated earlier, once the Broker pattern application has been justified by the PLV, the next
applicable candidate pattern will be the Layers pattern. As Figure 13 illustrates, the Broker pattern
application has been justified and the consequences of applying this pattern (on the design quality
goals) in terms of the benefits and liabilities are reported in the Console view. As we can see, the
benefits are simplicity, modularity, and encapsulation with no liability. Now, the PLV suggests to
apply the Layers pattern.

Just like the application of the Broker pattern, the Layers pattern is applied by the designer
through stereotyping the required classifiers of TAOModel with the stereotypes LayersPattern
and Client, or LayersPattern and Layer. In fact, the Layers pattern is used to decompose
the monolithic structure of the Broker pattern. Similar to the validation of the Broker pattern,
once the required constraints of the Layers pattern are satisfied by adding the missed elements
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or modifying the existing elements, PLV suggests the next applicable pattern in the sequence.
Here, another report is displayed by the PLV in the Console view, the satisfaction of the applied
patterns’ interrelationship. As Figure 14 displays, both of the Broker and Layers patterns have
been applied and validated correctly. So, in addition to the consequences of applying patterns up
to now, the relationship "Broker uses Layers" justification message is reported as well. If
the relationship is not justified, the appropriate messages are reported to the designer.

This process is continued by the interaction of the designer and PLV until the completion of the
TAOModel. Here, for the sake of brevity, we left-out the application and validation of the remaining
patterns.
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Figure 13. Broker PLV in action (snapshot II, justification of the application of the Broker pattern and
displaying its consequences on the quality goals, the next step is to apply the Layers pattern)
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Figure 14. Broker PLV in action (snapshot III, justification of the application of the Layers pattern and
displaying its consequences on the quality goals, the next step is to apply the Wrapper Façade pattern)
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